
🥳
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Other data points suggest a similar audience number: Using ad targeting tools we get: 570m on Google (3 month reach), 293m on Facebook and 318m on Twitter (30 day reach). Each platform will have a different 
definition and a different geographic and demographic coverage so we wouldn’t expect them to come to the same numbers. Core artists: IMS estimate using Viberate and Chartmetric (100+ Spotify followers and 100+ 
monthly listeners). Casual Artists: Electronic music artists on SoundCloud. Fans: People who ‘enjoy listening to’ electronic music from IMS estimate using GWI survey data from 46 countries

130 thousand
core artists

11 million
casual artists

Electronic music
in 2021

412 
million

fans



BACK 
🥳NCE 
AGAIN
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Lessons from the definitive analysis of 2021
(and from the trends shaping 2022 so far)

About this report
We aim to be the definitive account of electronic music in 2021 and of what’s happening in 2022 so far. We cover every aspect of our industry based on IMS analysis of key 

facts from all of the major players in our industry. All in one place.
But we want to go beyond numbers. Thanks to the input of and interviews with a range of industry leaders, we always explain the cause of the numbers - why the data came 

to be the way it is; moreover we aim to explain the opportunities that the numbers represent and what our industry should do differently to seize them.

About the author
David Boyle joined the IMS team in 2021 to lead the use of data to drive our industry’s understanding of trends and opportunities. He writes the annual Business Report, the 

flagship for a series of publications we’re planning throughout the year. David says his main job is channelling the brilliant analysis that is being done in our industry to shine a 
spotlight on the best and pull out the implications. We couldn’t do this without data partners ranging from research and analytics companies to DSPs, labels and artists.

Outside of his work at IMS, David runs Audience Strategies, an entertainment-focused team that help brands to find growth based on a deep understanding of their 
audiences. They have done this for streaming services, record labels, startups and artists of all sizes. They bring expertise from the global book publishing, TV and luxury goods 
industries as well as having used data to elect a Prime Minister and a President along the way. 

Contact: david@internationalmusicsummit.com 
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30+ interviews 
with industry leaders

40+ data sets
Often     access or analysis

With a special thanks to Viberate
whose data on artists, festivals, genres, labels and 
genres was indispensable to our understanding
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Alice O’Grady, University of Leeds
Alinka Greasley, University of Leeds
Anton Partridge, Warner Music
Bassam Nasser AKA BluePaper, DJ and Producer
Bart Cools, Warner Music
Ben Turner, IMS
Caity Croft, Investor, Musician, Producer and DJ
Chartmetric for data on artists, playlists and gigs
Chloe Janicki, Seven20 / deadmau5
Chris Goss, Hospital Records
Data.ai for app store data
Daniel Fisher-Jones, Make Your Transition
David Browne, Beatport
Dean Wilson, Seven20 and PIXELYNX
Demuir, DJ, Producer, Label Owner and Educator
Duncan Byrne, Anjuna
Dusko Justic at Oriana, Sony
Edward Bass, More Light
Emily Morphy, Tubular Labs
Falko Mortiboys, DICE
Gareth Deacon, RCRDSHP
Golchehr Ghavami, AFEM

It takes a village
This report channels expertise from across the industry
A huge thanks to all who helped shape it - in conversations, interviews or by sharing data
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Greg Marshall, former head of AFEM
Hector Romero, DJ, Producer and Orianna / Sony
Inder Phull, PIXELYNX
Jack Bridges, SoundCloud
Jaguar, DJ and broadcaster, Radio 1
James Cannon, University of Leeds
James Pitt, Minds On Fire / Your Army
James Sutcliffe, PIXELYNX
Jean-Baptiste Thiebaut, Music Hackspace
Jules O'Riordan (aka Judge Jules), Sound Advice
Julie Blore-Bizot, L-Acoustics
Katie Bain, Billboard
Kevin Watson, IMS Business Report OG
Kikelomo Oludemi, DJ and Presenter
Leon Neville, BPI
Lisa Braithwaite, Skiddle
Maria May, CAA
Mark Grotefeld, Pioneer
Mark Lawrence, Sentric
Max Cooper, Artist
Michael Kinzel, d&b audiotechnik
Miles Shackleton, Toolroom Academy

Neil Bainbridge, Neighbourhood PR
Owyn Sidwell, SidexSide Management
Paul Nolan, DJ, Producer and Make Your Transition
Pedram Faghfouri, Native Instruments
Pete Tong, IMS, DJ and Broadcaster
Rafael McDonnell, Talent & Brands
Record Of The Day
Resident Advisor
Sarah McBriar, AVA Festival
Sean Gardner, MODA DAO, Emanate
Selina Chowdhury, Warner
Shaun Duwe, The Unit 
Silvia Montello, Association For Electronic Music (AFEM)
Simon Jacobs, Audience Strategies
Sophie Bloggs, Machine Management / YMU Group
Steven Braines, HE.SHE.THEY.
Tom Schroeder, Paradigm
Tony Rigg, University of Central Lancashire
Tristan Hunt, Association For Electronic Music (AFEM)
Vasja Veber, Viberate
Viberate for data on artists, festivals, genres and labels
Wolfgang Boss, Sony
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THE NEXT 
GROWTH CYCLE BEGINS:

MARKET GROWTH
& 

RISING SHARE



COMMERCIAL DANCE MUSIC: 
🚀 The recorded music market grew by 18% from 2020 to 2021
🚀 Official figures reveal Dance Music’s market share was up in the UK  and Germany 

(Market share was flat in US  and Canada )
🚨 Last year we predicted Hip-Hop’s coming decline. We can now reveal that it happened in 2021. 

For the first time, Hip-Hop’s share is down in the UK and US

ELECTRONIC MUSIC: A look inside our scene
Beatport continues to buck the trend. It achieved 13% growth despite the downloads market declining by 15%! 
Additionally Beatport LINK subscribers grew by 122% YoY and Beatsource LINK grew by 260%

○ After holding 2nd place for the past few years Tech House overtook Techno in 2021 as the best selling genre
○ House continues to rank highly retaining its place as the 3rd most popular genre in 2021
○ Melodic House & Techno and Drum and Bass continue to jostle for to be the 4th biggest genre 

with Melodic House & Techno succeeding in 2021
○ The recently created Dance / Electro Pop genre has risen within the top 10, coming in at the 7th position

The dance and electronic music market grew strongly in 2021. 
Thanks to both total market growth 

plus market share growth in UK and Germany.
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‘COMMERCIAL DANCE MUSIC’
Market growth and Dance market share

Even those of us more focused on underground electronic music 
are buffeted by the winds of more commercial dance music

‘ELECTRONIC MUSIC’
A deep dive into our scene

Even those of us more focused on more commercial dance music
are buffeted by the winds of creativity bubbling up from club culture

This report covers both sides of our market: two interdependent worlds

Future
Audiences

Creativity
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Streaming continued to grow
● Streaming growth accelerated in 2021, up 24% YoY compared with 19% growth 

in 2019-20 and 22% in 2018-19
● Growth powered by existing platforms as well as new platforms and 

new monetisation of existing platforms (incl. TikTok, Facebook, Instagram, 
Peloton, Apple Fitness, Amazon Music Unlimited on Echo) 

Physical sales 💿 stemming decline in digital sales
● For the first time in 20 years physical sales returned to growth in 2021, 

vinyl sales were up 51% and CD sales were up 9%

Performance rights return to growth
● Performance Rights returned to growth after declining since 2018, up 4%

Beatport bucks the trend. Again
● Beatport has about 2% of the electronic music market, but is a critical barometer 

of our scene. It continued to buck the trend by achieving 13% growth (2020H2 vs 
2021H2) despite the overall downloads market declining by 15.3%! 

Recorded music overall 💰
The recorded music market carried on growing 🚀
and even physical sales 💿 returned to growth

Everything else: up 9%

Total recorded music market (all genres): 
🚀 up 18%

Streaming: up 24%

2021
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Source: IMS analysis of IFPI Global Music Report 2021. Beatport data from Beatport



Post-lull rise
Core ‘Dance’ market share starts to rise

Recorded music 
UK dance share accelerates …
… as Hip-Hop falls away

2021
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As IMS predicted:
R&B / Hip-Hop turned the corner 🚨



Dance music up 28%! 🚀
Strong growth accelerates

Recorded music 
German market share growth accelerates 🚀 
🥇 After starting below USA’s ~3.5%, Germany is way ahead at ~10%
🥇 Germany surpassed the UK’s market share in 2021 for the first time 
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For context:

Hip-Hop / Rap has plateaued ⚠

2021



Recorded music 
Why is Germany growing so quickly? Radio 📻 

Source: IMS analysis of data from Viberate

Top countries playing electronic music on the radio, last 12 months
Electronic music plays as a percent of plays of Electronic, Pop and Hip-Hop

—— Number of radio plays 
of electronic music

The three big countries
we track market share for

Other countries where Viberate track at least a million
Radio plays of electronic music in a year

“... [In Germany,] growth is driven by 
commercial radio accepting 
commercial dance pop as one of, 
if not THE dominant genre. 
Artists like Robin Schulz, Alle Farben, 
Felix Jähn, Purple Disco Machine, 
Topic, etc have airplay hits and are 
heavily supported on every release - 
even with weaker singles. Airplay 
comes first and is the driver of 
success …”
- Wolfgang Boss, producer 

and president of A&R, Sony Music



Recorded music 
Dance has a small but stable US share 
Can we capitalise on the move away from Hip-Hop?

2021

In decline. As we predicted in last year’s report:
R&B / Hip-Hop market share turned the corner in 2021 🚨
How fast and how far will it fall from here? 📉

Post-wave lull
Dance / Electronic market share is stable ⚠
(Technically: Up 3% or 0.1ppts)
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Flat since the EDM boom of 2012-13



Source: IMS analysis of data from Nielsen, BPI and BVMI. US and Canada based on Total Volume, UK on Single sales & 
streams (% units), Germany on % Total Turnover. Rest of world based on country-by-country IMS estimates 

Electronic music valuation 💰
Electronic Music Sales & Streaming: valued at $1.3bn
Up $0.3bn (32%) vs. 2020
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IMS’s Dance Music’s Music Sales & Streaming valuation

   
🌎



Electronic music valuation 💰
2021 saw faster-than-market growth 
in three of four countries
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Source: IMS analysis of data from Nielsen, BPI and BVMI. US and Canada based on Total Volume, UK on Single sales & 
streams (% units), Germany on % Total Turnover. Rest of world based on country-by-country IMS estimates 



Electronic music valuation 💰
Five year view: Of our four large countries, all grew 
but only Germany gained share over five years
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🌎 Total

 USA

 Germany

 Canada

 UK

 USA

 Germany

 Canada

 UK

 USA

 Germany

 Canada

 UK

Source: IMS analysis of data from Nielsen, BPI and BVMI. US and Canada based on Total Volume, UK on Single sales & 
streams (% units), Germany on % Total Turnover. Rest of world based on country-by-country IMS estimates 



Electronic music valuation 💰
Five year view: Of our four large countries, all grew 
but only Germany gained share over five years
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Source: IMS analysis of data from Nielsen, BPI and BVMI. US and Canada based on Total Volume, UK on Single sales & 
streams (% units), Germany on % Total Turnover. Rest of world based on country-by-country IMS estimates 



Here we present exclusive analysis of the share of representation of electronic music genres on Spotify’s Top 200 charts

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

20

Recorded music /     Spotify 

Electronic Music’s share of Spotify’s Top 200 
grew in 16 of 28 territories we studied

Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data and genre classifications from Know What’s Loved, who aims to makes the world's music talent discoverable using autonomous search and algorithmic recommendation technologies. They 
do this through continuous data listening of every creator on the planet, across streaming and social platforms, TikTok and the wider web. Know What’s Loved monitors the daily progress of over 10 million music creators, 
140 million songs and over 50 million music influencers worldwide to determine career stage, trajectory, velocity and influence.    www.knowwhatsloved.com

Dance / Electronic

🌎 Global  Germany  US  UK

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

http://www.knowwhatsloved.com/
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Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data and genre classifications from Know What’s Loved, who aims to makes the world's music talent discoverable using autonomous search and algorithmic recommendation technologies. They 
do this through continuous data listening of every creator on the planet, across streaming and social platforms, TikTok and the wider web. Know What’s Loved monitors the daily progress of over 10 million music creators, 
140 million songs and over 50 million music influencers worldwide to determine career stage, trajectory, velocity and influence.    www.knowwhatsloved.com

Here we present exclusive analysis of the share of representation of electronic music genres on Spotify’s Top 200 charts

Recorded music /     Spotify 

Electronic Music’s share of Spotify’s Top 200 
grew in 16 of 28 territories we studied

http://www.knowwhatsloved.com/


Recorded music /     Spotify 

Electronic Music’s 
share of Spotify’s Top 200 
grew in 16 of 28 territories 
we studied

Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data and genre classifications from Know What’s Loved, who aims to makes the world's music talent discoverable using autonomous search and algorithmic recommendation 
technologies. They do this through continuous data listening of every creator on the planet, across streaming and social platforms, TikTok and the wider web. Know What’s Loved monitors the daily progress 
of over 10 million music creators, 140 million songs and over 50 million music influencers worldwide to determine career stage, trajectory, velocity and influence.    www.knowwhatsloved.com

http://www.knowwhatsloved.com/


Recorded music / Beatport

Tech House takes the top spot in Beatport’s chart
Most popular genres on Beatport

Beatport continues to buck the download trend. It 
achieved 13% growth despite the downloads market 
declining by 15%! Additionally Beatport LINK subscribers 
grew by 122% YoY and Beatsource LINK grew by 260%
● After holding 2nd place for the past few years 

Tech House overtook Techno in 2021 as the 
best selling genre 

● House continues to rank highly retaining its 
place as the 3rd most popular genre in 2021

● Melodic House & Techno and Drum and Bass 
continue to jostle for to be the 4th biggest genre 
with Melodic House & Techno succeeding in 2021

● The recently created Dance / Electro Pop 
genre has risen within the top 10, coming in at 
the 7th position

Note: Deep House, which some report having grown significantly during 
lockdown, has fallen from the 3rd to 6th in this categorisation mainly due to 
tracks recategorization to other genres
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Note: Electronica (ends Q2 2019 
(because of recategorization)

2021

Tech House

Techno

House

Melodic House & Techno

Drum and Bass

Deep House

Dance / Electro Pop

Progressive House

Minimal / Deep Tech

Trance

Source: Beatport



Top Tech House labels:
By number of Tech House tracks 
on Beatport Top 100 charts
in the last 12 months

1. Repopulate Mars (41)
2. Sink or Swim (30)
3. Toolroom Trax (30)
4. La Pera Records (28)
5. Black Book Records (27)

Top Tech House artists:
By number of Tech House tracks 
on Beatport Top 100 charts
in the last 12 months

1. BISCITS (, 17)
2. Moreno Pezzolato (, 14)
3. NightFunk (, 14)
4. DONT BLINK (, 12)
5. Dillon Nathaniel (, 12)

Recorded music / Beatport

Tech House takes the top spot in Beatport’s chart
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Source: Beatport

Source: IMS analysis of data from Viberate

Most popular genres on Beatport

Note: Electronica (ends Q2 2019 
(because of recategorization)

2021

Tech House

Techno

House

Melodic House & Techno

Drum and Bass

Deep House

Dance / Electro Pop

Progressive House

Minimal / Deep Tech

Trance



Recorded music / Beatport

Viberate's take on Beatport Genres
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Tech 
House

Melodic House 
and Techno

Drum 
and Bass

House

Dance / 
Electro Pop

Fastest growing genres Genres in Top 100 charts

Source: IMS analysis of data from Viberate



“... The fact that it's infiltrated the UK is a really big thing - you hear it on 1Xtra in the 
daytime and you hear it on dance shows. It's becoming an accessible sound. It's gonna 
do great things - break down stigmas and promote representation …” - Jaguar, DJ 
and Broadcaster

Let’s hear from Africa News on the background:

No one's sure exactly how amapiano -- literally, "the pianos" -- began.

South Africans first heard it a decade ago, but over the last two years, it has exploded with 
international tours, music awards, festivals and countless playlists.

"It has a unique style of beat. There is an instrument in amapiano called a log drum," 
said TikTok’s Africa music operations manager, Yuvir Pillay, better known as Sketchy Bongo.

"That's really the whole soul of amapiano music. It's a really pumping, hitting bass."

The genre is "a whole culture movement … I don't want to just say it's just a sound, because 
it gets influenced by so much other stuff that are just part of the hood lifestyle," says 
Soweto-born entertainer Mphela who rose to fame in 2018 as a dancer, but the 22-year-old then 
realised she could also make the music she wants to dance to. She's performed around Africa, and 
notably live at London's Boiler Room, a universal online broadcasting platform.

"You can be one kid in the back room creating a hit, and the next day you're a 
superstar … Nowadays there is a new song every week. TikTok and Instagram have played a 
huge role in amapiano -- a career can be made out of TikTok," said Tumelo "Maero" Nedondwe, 
one half of MFR Souls, were amapiano pioneers.

From: https://www.africanews.com/2022/03/24/
south-africa-s-amapiano-the-pumping-music-blasting-everywhere/ 

New sounds 🚨: Amapiano
Amapiano, a fresh new sound from  South Africa, 
born in 2016, 💥🌍 exploded globally in 2021
Amapiano (Zulu for "the pianos") is a style of house music - a hybrid of deep house, jazz and lounge music characterized by synths, airy pads and wide percussive basslines. 
It is distinguished by high-pitched piano melodies, Kwaito basslines, low tempo 90s South African house rhythms and percussions from another local subgenre of house known as Bacardi.
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Phase 2: 
 US,   UK 

and  Germany
In 2021

 US, 

 UK 

 Germany

 US 159k 
 UK 101k 
 Germany
     20k

  
South 
Africa
1.2m 
Searches

Source: IMS analysis of Google Search Data

Phase 1: 
 South 

African growth 
in 2019

https://www.africanews.com/2022/03/24/south-africa-s-amapiano-the-pumping-music-blasting-everywhere/
https://www.africanews.com/2022/03/24/south-africa-s-amapiano-the-pumping-music-blasting-everywhere/


Sound African Recordings (9)
New Money Gang Records (7)
Piano Hub (6)
Thupa Industry (4)
Universal Music Group (3)
Independent (3)
Ama Roto Entertainment (2)
Content Connect Africa (2)
Kreativekornerr (2)
Open Mic Productions (2)
Superstar Studios (2)
VILLAIN MUSIQ / Top Tier 
Music / EMPIRE (2)
18 Area Holdings (1)
2223855 Records DK (1)
Ameen Harron (1)
Brave Boy Music (1)
Bulo Music (1)
Cloud9ne Entertainment (1)
Columbia/B1 Recordings (1)
Cooper Entertainment (1)
Elite Dogs (1)
Gaba Cannal Music (1)
Groove Natives (1)
House Galactic (1)
Jay O Records (1)
JOZI ENTERTAINMENT (1)

New sounds 🚨: Amapiano
Spotify’s ‘AmaPiano Grooves’ playlist 
tells the story of the new genre
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Of 80 tracks, only three 
are signed to a major label

Kapa Kingdom (1)
Keys Records (1)
King Temoso (1)
Kombelani (1)
Lady Du Entertainment (1)
LujahPhelo Entertainment (1)
Mabozza Entertainment (1)
Major League Music Under 
Exclusive License to emPawa Africa 
Limited (1)
New Money Gang (1)
R1+0 CARTEL (1)
Red Tenor Entertainment (1)
Side Hustle (1)
Skyfall records (1)
Slide Digital (1)
Sowetocool (1)
Thato Macucwa Music (1)
The T Effect (1)
Titch Gang Records (1)
TNA Music (1)
Wanitwa Mos Entertainment (1)
Waverooms Music & Creatives (1)
Ziiki Media (1)

Playlist followers
🚀 rocketed during 2021

Tracks are 
🐣 VERY fresh 

Artists are mostly 
 South African

Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data from Chartmetric 



Let’s hear about the future of the scene from 22-year-old DJ / Producer Uncle Waffles 
(link). Since shooting to international stardom following a viral clip late last year, Zwane has 
since performed at a string of sold-out shows—at home and, more recently, in the UK
“... I think, as the sound grows around the world, producers and DJs from around the 

world will bring in their influences and tastes and create Amapiano with 
their own flavour …”

“... ‘Piano is played everywhere now! Ghana, specifically, has a huge audience. But 
there is definitely a spirit of collaboration and mutual appreciation, which is nice to see. 
Performing in Manchester and Birmingham was lots of fun; the crowd had 
so much energy or it …”

“... Although there isn’t gatekeeping, a lot of people are protective of this sound and there 
has been an argument that when non-South African musicians want to 
make Amapiano, they should collaborate with South African artists to 
maintain the essence of the music and prevent any diluting or watering down of a 
sound that many hold close to their hearts. The best way is to work with the artists 
who have built this sound from the ground-up, to really understand how important it is 
and also the history and context of the sound …”

By Rahel Aklilu from https://www.complex.com/music/uncle-waffles-amapiano-princess-interview 

New sounds 🚨: Amapiano
Amapiano is still growing strong
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Share of Amapiano tracks in the Spotify South 
African Top 200 as a percent of dance tracks

Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data from Chartmetric 

https://www.instagram.com/unclewaffles_/
https://www.complex.com/music/uncle-waffles-amapiano-princess-interview


Can SoundCloud Go From 
Career Launchpad to 
Destination?

From

● Background: “SoundCloud was a pioneer platform — not 
just the community that was on it, but how they got to 
interact with the music, with the artists,” says Solomon 
Sounds at Capitol Music Group. “It was way ahead”

● Ambition: “We’re pulling together the next great, big 
iconic music company of the future,” SoundCloud says. 
“We have the pieces. The story is just being told.”

● Vision: The real dream is to see an artist bubble up from 
the bottom of the pyramid to its apex — one that 
emerges from SoundCloud’s free streaming service, builds a 
following using its creator tools, grows through its distribution 
division and graduates to a roster deal

● Payments: SoundCloud launched Fan-Powered Royalties, 
a first-to-market user-centric royalty payment model. Artists 
using this are generating 60% more streaming revenue than 
they would have otherwise!

Big and growing: 
$219.6m revenues +31% 

Electronic: 
11,000,000 electronic artists (28%) 

30% listen electronic music 
(Al least one track on a given day. Remember electronic overall 
music’s market share is about 3%!)

Engagement:
2x save rate vs other genres. 
5.2% of electronic music plays were saved

4x repost rate vs other genres

3x sharing rate vs other genres

2x comment rate vs other genres

Source: SoundCloud

Recorded music / SoundCloud

Case Study: SoundCloud is putting the power 
back in the hands of fans and artists
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Top 5 electronic artists 
on SoundCloud 
(based on plays) in 2021:

1. David Guetta
2. Bad Boy Chiller Crew
3. ILLENIUM
4. Skrillex
5. Joel Corry

IMS Spoke to Jack Bridges, Sr. Manager, Label Relations at SoundCloud to better 
understand their ambitions and how electronic music can make the most of them. 

“Fan-powered” is the phrase that comes up again and again when talking to 
SoundCloud - from their Fan-Powered Royalties that ensure money from, for 
example, electronic music listeners goes back to electronic music artists to the way 
they suggest using the platform to drive Fan-Powered strategies:

“... Whatever sub-genres or emerging artists a listener loves, we want to make 
sure their money goes back to the creators they love, rather than being 
diluted across the whole platform and all artists and all labels …”

“... We want to surface data to highlight superfans. To help artists go 
direct, build communities and upsell fans to merch, tickets etc. We 
want to give artists the data they need to re-engage lapsed fans and to make it 
really clear where they should invest …”

Artists need to use SoundCloud differently from how they use other platforms. “We 
don’t work like other DSPs. You shouldn’t just put your music on and hope for a 
royalty statement. We see the most success when artists lean in to connect 
with and build their audience,” says Jack. “We want artists to say, hey, we want to 
reward you for listening to every one of our releases over the last year - you clearly 
are a superfan so we want to give you free guestlist when we come to your city. 
That's where we see the future of the platform is to really deepen the connection 
between the artist and the fan.”

“... Success comes from leaning into the platform, taking advantage of the tools, 
connecting with your community and their network, cross-pollinating with 
other communities, and using labels, remixes, artists and influencers to amplify 
tracks. At the core of SoundCloud is, is social engagement …”



Recorded music / publishing with Sentric 

Sentric’s perspective
IMS spoke to Mark Lawrence, Director of Electronic Music at Sentric Music Group to better understand 2021 through Sentric's eyes

KEEPING ARTISTS GOING: With DJ fees temporarily gone, 2021 continued the "lockdown gold rush" of unpublished DJ-producers turning to publishing deals. 
Advances on deals offered a way to pay the rent and keep the industry going. So 2021 was a busy year for Sentric as more artists came their way through referrals 
and being recognised as being able and willing to sign artists in a difficult time. 

"We were well funded and in turn could fund advances," says Mark Lawrence. 

SYNC: In addition, a heavy sync operation kicked into gear. In a world where a sync team would usually be running around on sets, "we spent a lot of time 
educating music supervisors on Zoom about electronic music," says Mark. "Music supervisors can be wary of electronic music if it isn't their scene - unsure of 
what to ask for or what language to use." Sentric's successes in sync go beyond EDM and deep into many of the genres that define the electronic music scene. "We 
had the good fortune of having depth and breadth in our catalogue," says Mark.

MUSIC: How did the music that came across Sentric's desk change during 2021? "Being away from dark dance floors led artists to create music that was better 
designed to be listened to at home. Lighter tracks you could sing along to." Mark references Mark Knight as an example, as well as vocal House and vocal Drum 
and Bass thanks to partnerships with Toolroom, Hospital Records and Tileyard. Bringing Sentric's singers and songwriters with a wide range of producers.  

WHAT'S HOT? "UK Bass, UKG and Drum and Bass are going crazy," says Mark. "Organic sounds coming up from the underground rather than top-down 
from the majors." Mark describes them as "sounds that are owned by the people," by fresh names and fresh faces. Nia Archives (link) is a great example. 

UTOPIA: Early in 2022, Sentric was invested in by Utopia Music, the Swiss-based music technology on a mission to become the uber-service provider to the music 
industry. Sentric will form the core of a new Royalty Management Services business unit. "It's all about getting people paid," says Mark. "We can now offer more 
services to artists - wherever they are in the industry we have something they can tap into."
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https://ukf.com/words/who-the-hell-is-nia-archives/30356


Recorded music / Minds On Fire / Your Army

Minds On Fire / Your Army’s Perspective
IMS spoke to James Pitt from Minds On Fire who publishes artists including Cinthie and Alan Fitzpatrick and Your Army, a global promotions company.
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"At Minds On Fire, we're signing a lot more and investing in A&R" in a world that is feeling more creative than ever, thanks to artists being more open to 
ideas and "a lot more open to collaborations." After being locked down for so long, who doesn't want to be around other great people trading ideas 
and creating together? "Artists are looking for more people to be in the studio with them, rather than sitting alone in their bedrooms. They're also making 
more organic music now," says James. Which is great music for syncs.

Performance income from club plays: "That's where money will come from for electronic music producers, not streaming," says James. "Music 
Recognition in clubs and festivals will be the saviour for electronic music writers. Streaming is still not the saviour. It is still not working for the 
majority in electronic music."

But the process needs to improve. Massively. "There are three sites we need to upload setlists to - there should be one." While some territories such 
as The Netherlands are leading the way we need to keep the pressure on the PRS and other collection societies to implement more MRT. But things are 
heading in the right direction. More and more clubs are taking part. "In ten years' time producers could make more money from a good club track 
than from streaming royalties," says James.

Your Army has promoted number one records in the UK this year and number one airplay records. What trends have you seen? “More and more artists are 
going a different release route," says James. “Distribution companies are increasingly investing in a serious way rather than being pure 
distributors.” And "more and more artists are switching between indies and majors at different parts of their career."

Artists are increasingly global, also. "These days, artists need to think about global planning from the start," says James. "We're working on 
cost-effectively testing artists' global potential early and the good labels are investing in territories outside of the ones that would otherwise have been 
expected."
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RECORD DEMAND
BUT 

CHALLENGING TIMES
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We bounced back as best we could in 2021.
Unfortunately, continued restrictions 
meant that record consumer demand 

couldn’t be met.

Events that were possible were often 
hampered by challenges with audiences, 

artists, staff and suppliers. 



Festivals and clubs

Some recovery of Festivals in 2021 … 
… albeit with fewer Electronic artists performing
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Note: ‘Electronic Festivals’ are defined as those with Electronic Music artists performing. They are not necessarily dedicated solely to Electronic Music and may also feature artists from other genres

Number of electronic music artists 
who performed

Source: IMS analysis of data from Viberate

 1,646  
-28% vs. 2019

2021 Half 1: -45% vs. 2019 H1
2021 Half 2: -16% vs. 2019H2

Festivals recovered quickly: 
“... A lot of festivals that did go ahead were 

super-successful. There was huge demand and 
hunger. A sense of euphoria …” 
- Sarah McBriar, AVA Festival

As we’ll see in a couple of slides, clubs took longer:
“... People seemed a bit reluctant at first. Sales 

were a bit slow and it was a bit hit and miss …” 
- Jaguar, DJ and Broadcaster

UK’s Night TIme Industries Association reported a 26% 
jump in costs of running businesses last year. The industry 
came together to help make it work …. mostly:
“... We're all in this together, but some major agents 

have been significantly more 
promoter-friendly than others. It felt like some 
got it and others didn't adjust their approach to 
accommodate the tough situation promoters were 
in …” 
- Jules O'Riordan (aka Judge Jules), Sound Advice

14K 
Electronic artists 
performed at 
festivals in 2021.  
Down -64% vs. 
2019

Number of festivals 
with electronic music artists



Festivals and clubs

Demand for flights ✈ to Ibiza up significantly 
compared with 2021 … yet considerably lower than 
pre-pandemic

Source: IMS analysis of SkyScanner search data for the Top five inbound markets 
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● Searches for flights to Ibiza in Jan-Feb 2020 were 
actually up on 2019 before European 
lockdowns kicked in

● Searches in Jan-Feb 2021 saw a massive drop off 
as we emerged from peaks in cases over Christmas 
and travellers faced a lot of uncertainty.

● So far, with the relaxing of travel restrictions, 
2022 searches are significantly up on 2021, 
though only at around 60% of the levels 
pre-pandemic .



Festivals and clubs

Interest in Ibiza: searches overtake Skegness  
However, still significantly below pre-covid levels
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Ibiza searches

Skegness searches

2021+

January 
average 

2018-2020

Source: IMS analysis of Google Search Data



Source: Dice

The percent of shows selling more than 95% of 
their allocated tickets has increased by 34%

London, July-December 2019/2021

The number of tickets requested on the waiting list 
as a % of total tickets sold has increased by 56%

London, July-December 2019/2021

● The number of 18-24 year olds buying tickets 
tripled in Jan / Feb '22 compared with the same 
months in 2020

● This demographic is growing 2x as fast as the 
rest of the fanbase

+34%

+56%

3 x

Festivals and clubs

Dice’s perspective: 2021 saw pent-up demand 
grow ticket sales in London 
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Source: UK ticket sales from Skiddle

Festivals and clubs

Skiddle’s perspective: In 2021 the world switched from 
clubs to festivals. 2022 is off to a roaring start
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From Clubs to Festivals: 2021 ticket demand for Clubs was at 
just 36% of 2019 levels while Festival ticket demand has shot up to 
150% of 2019 levels!
“... There was a shift from clubbing in the summer months 

to festivals …” - Sarah McBriar, AVA Festival

Skiddle data shows that demand for events is bigger than ever:
● Ticket sales grew stronger over the course of 2021 despite 

being down -46% YoY at the end of March sales at the end of 
2021 equaled those in 2019

● The value of tickets sold Jan-Mar 2022 is up 30% when 
comparing with Jan-Mar 2019

● Club ticket sales are back in 2022. They’re are at 126% of 
2019 levels 

● Festival ticket demand continued to grow. They are at 176% 
of 2019 levels

Clubs

Festivals

Tours
(Live with multiple dates)

Live



Festivals and clubs Songkick

Songkick data on gigs of all genres gives a good
perspective on 2021 and 2022 around the world

Source: IMS analysis of Songkick data via Chartmetric

Number of gigs in all genres in selected cities around the world
Relative to the 2018-2019 average

Gigs in 2021 and 2022Q1as a percent of the 2018-19 average
Gigs in all genres in selected cities around the world

Baseline 
(2018-19 levels)

We are far from 
‘back’ to normal in 
most of the world



Perspectives from Boiler Room
Boiler Room had its best year ever in 2021:

8 Boiler Room ‘no headliner’ festival days
(see the case study on Boiler Room ‘no headliner’ festivals later in the report)

40+ ‘Open Dancefloor’ ticketed events with no headline acts

We also celebrated the 

8th year of our Ballantines partnership, including 

10 day residencies in cities

… all carefully covid safe!

500+ mixes delivered in Apple’s new ‘DJ Mix’ format



Festivals and clubs 💰
Electronic Festivals and Clubs: valued at $2.5bn
Up $1.6bn (+166%) vs. 2020 Down $1.9bn (-42%) vs. 2019

Source: IMS analysis of data from Viberate and Resident Advisor alongside conversations with club and festival promoters

Value of Festivals and Clubs
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Context: Live Nation’s 2021 revenue was 
$6.27bn vs 2019 revenue of $11.55bn.

However, we believe 2022 will return to pre-pandemic 
levels. Skiddle data shows that demand for events is bigger 
than ever:

● The number of tickets sold in 2022 so far is greater than the 
same period in 2021. And about the same as the same periods in 
2020 and 2021 combined!

● Skiddle forecast ticket sales in 2022 to be nearly twice the 
volume of 2019!
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GROWTH 
&

SPATIAL 
INNOVATION



● Raw material and logistics challenges have persisted:
○ Still as aftermath of the pandemic but also reflecting general uncertainty and instability worldwide, material shortages and unreliable long-distance shipments are 

likely to accompany businesses in Music Tech throughout 2022
○ While some shortages for certain raw material or resources turn out to be less severe than expected, new and unexpected bottlenecks get revealed. There’s no 

general easing of tension likely to happen in the short term
○ Localization is happening in some industries (e.g. production)

● Livestreaming: AND not OR
○ As venues are opening again, people are keen on gathering in person
○ Despite “livestream-fatigue“, there will be ongoing use cases that will stay forever, adding to the options of how to listen to music / participate at an event

● War in Ukraine:
○ Somehow replacing the previous concerns around the pandemic, the horrible war in Ukraine has shocked the cultural scene as well as economic systems
○ Creators/Promoters/DJs as well as consumers/event guests are asking themselves these days whether it is morally ok to host/promote/play on/attend an event. 

Is it still ok have cultural events - or on the contrary, is the cultural scene needed even more than ever before during these days to create unity and have an outlet 
for all kinds of emotions? Many creators openly ask this question via their Social Media outlets and decide to have their events

○ Furthermore, the fact that music, art and culture is (should be) political, is emphasized once again in the community - and is reflected in demands towards artists to 
make clear statements about condemning the terrible act of war and distance themselves

○ At the same time, there are further impacts foreseeable, if not already happening: These include higher energy, gas, fuel, kerosine costs which will likely affect the 
phenomenon of party tourism that was initiated by cheap airline fares in the early 00s

○ As a result, we predict a certain “back to roots“ or localization trend for the next years in the cultural scene: promoters may focus more on local artists 
bookings, and people may be less open to travel around the world to attend an event or festival

DJ Software and Hardware

IMS spoke to Traktor about their perspective on the 
electronic music landscape 
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DJ Software and Hardware

IMS spoke to Pioneer DJ about their perspective 
on the electronic music landscape 
IMS spoke to Mark Grotefeld at Pioneer DJ about his perspective on the electronic music landscape
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Technology
Who'd have thought Pioneer DJ would be competing with self-driving cars? When their flagship multiplayer, the CDJ-3000 had it's internal processing beefed up 
to include a number of multi-core processors driving a 32-bit float/96kHz audio engine it promised the ability to overlay more effects with clearer sound quality than 
before. But that required chips. And clever ones at that. And that's where the challenge came in 2021: "We found ourselves competing with the car companies during a 
global chip shortage," says Mark. With supply chain challenges slowing shipments, rising demand for chips and a global container shortage / price surge, the industry has been 
carefully managing where it sent its precious stock. Trying to get clubs, festivals and professional DJs the kit they need alongside the new army of at-home DJs who 
dived in during lockdowns.

The next generation
"We're seeing a lot of younger buyers," says Mark. "15-17-year-olds don't need the fastest processors, so we've been able to grow that part of the market even during 
the chip shortage." Interestingly, these younger buyers don't see themselves as DJs, "they're buying the kit for entertainment value. They're taking streams and 
manipulating them, but without thinking of it as DJing. They see the equipment almost as 'mixtape machines'," says Mark.

This insight into younger consumers' relationship with 'DJing' tallies with lessons from other parts of our industry. The younger generation doesn't see genres and scenes as 
siloes the way older audiences do. "With all the world's music on tap, younger people have more eclectic tastes and affiliations," says Mark.

What's next? 
The answer may surprise some people. It shouldn't. "We're excited to get to know younger audiences. How are 12-13 year old's engaging with electronic music? And how 
can we help when that's happening in Roblox?" The Metaverse is where the next generation spends their time. We all need to be there with them.



Spatial audio
AKA Immersive audio, 3D sound, surround, binaural, Dolby Atmos, object based audio, 360-sound

Audio which gives you a sense of space beyond conventional 
stereo, allowing the user to pinpoint where sound is coming from: 

above, below, or a full 360 degrees around you. 
Stereo allows you to hear things in front left and right, but you can’t get a sense of surround, height or sounds from below you. 

With the introduction of the 3rd dimension, you have a sense of the exact location of sound sources from all around. 
- Abbey Road Studios

"Space is the next frontier in sound" - Julie Blore-Bizot, L-Acoustics
“I just can’t ever go back to stereo” - BluePaper Artist

Spatial audio producers and DJs have a new tool: 
the ability to use space (i.e. spatial audio) as a type of instrument
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DJ Software and Hardware
Mainstream spatial audio adoption came via music …

Apple Music only had a few 
thousand songs available in Spatial 
Audio when it launched the 
feature last year, and the 
company went on a journey 
to sell artists and producers 
— along with listeners — on 
the new immersive 
experience.

“... We now have more than 
half of our worldwide Apple 
Music subscriber base 
listening in spatial audio and 
that number is actually growing 
really, really fast," says Apple's vice 
president of Apple Music and 
Beats, Oliver Schusser

From 
https://www.billboard.com/pro/apple-music-spatial-a
udio-strategy-listeners-releases/



In 2017, Polygon’s Hugo Heathcote and Archie 
Keswick brought the first fully immersive stage to 
Wonderfruit using L-Acoustics L-ISA technology 
and built upon that experience in 2018 and 2019 
with plans to return this year.
Hugo Heathcote of Polygon explains, "The goal 
was to give our DJs and producers the ability to 
spatialise their content when playing live. 
The design was very much to maximise our 
ability to freely move audio.”

DJ Software and Hardware
… but spatial audio now promises to be “the 
biggest innovation in nightclub sound for a generation” 

In 2016, Dolby Atmos heralded their install in 
Ministry Of Sound as “the biggest innovation 
in nightclub sound for a generation.”
The promise was “an incredibly immersive 
sound in which individual parts of the music 
can be physically moved by the DJ – 
completely live – through, around and 
above the audience”
Unfortunately, the system required huge amounts 
of pre-production by the DJ. “It wasn’t playful,” as 
one expert described it to IMS. It has since been 
removed. 
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2016 2017, 2018 & 2019

2022 looks to be the year that spatial audio 
and clubland come together. There is lots 
happening. The L-Acoustics keynote at IMS and 
hands-on mixing experience will showcase free 
tools that simplify spatial audio workflow. d&b are 
also doing work to make make spatial audio 
accessible to DJs.
Club infrastructure will need investment before 
they’re ready to fully embrace this new 
technology, but it feels like we’re about to see 
that happen. 

2022+



Spatial audio has gone mainstream fast with the Dolby Atmos deployments by Amazon Music, Tidal and, more recently, Apple Music. The electronic music industry is 
definitely “spatially curious” as it relates to live music but confronted with the challenge of how to make shows in live spatial audio happen since the venue infrastructure is 
in early nascent phases.

L-Acoustics L-ISA technology (object-based mixing and processing for live events) has recently served a number of immersive creations in 360° where creators have 
challenged the notion of a conventional gig to create a whole new universe in which sound moves and shapeshifts, often in tandem with visuals or set in a 
stunning location:  
● Halina Rice’s NEW WORLDS (more here)  
● Jean-Michel Jarre’s OXYMORE, a 3D symphony hybrid event presented live at Radio France in 17.1 and VR
● Fabian Russ’ ORCHESTRONIK KALEIDOSCOPE OF SPACES dome experience in the 13th Century Monastery in Zeitz, Germany.

While live performance is the most thrilling application of L-Acoustics spatial audio technology, the proliferation of recorded music in spatial formats has sparked a desire to 
“ditch the earbuds” for a more collective deep listening experience. L-Acoustics has partnered with labels or Pitchblack Playback to host album premieres for Bicep’s 
ISLES in Dolby Atmos with Amazon Music, Max Cooper’s UNSPOKEN WORDS with Mesh, Jon Hopkins’ MUSIC FOR PSYCHEDELIC THERAPY, and the 
upcoming MORE D4TA by Moderat. 

The L-Acoustics L-ISA toolkit for spatial audio envisages two primary end-user scenarios:
● CREATE: L-ISA Studio mixing software to generate spatial audio mixes anywhere on a Mac with headphones is available for free (download here). Creators can mix spatial 

content binaurally that is well-suited to production, broadcast, or pre-production of live events at any scale. The premium version of L-ISA Studio can output for up to 12 
speakers.   Note: You can try mixing in L-ISA Studio at the L-Acoustics booth at IMS Tech X- suited to participants of all levels of production expertise. 

● PERFORM: L-Acoustics has shared that the L-ISA roadmap will provide new tools for live performance which eliminate the need for pre-production. These tools will 
integrate seamlessly with the current L-ISA live performance ecosystem. Register your interest in early access here. 

L-Acoustics alone have now done way more than 6,000 shows catering to more than 12 million ticket-buyers. With numbers accelerating

DJ Software and Hardware
Challenging Conventions to Reshape the Live Experience 
We spoke to L-Acoustics about the latest in immersive performances using spatial audio
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https://youtu.be/eouXXJwmXO4
https://l-isa-immersive.com/create/
https://forms.office.com/r/fKtGD3gsbW


d&b talk about Soundscape “combining the creative possibilities of spatial mixing 
and acoustic room emulation” to help make the “connection between the music and 
audience can be deeper, visceral, transformational and somehow more real.” 

“... I mean it’s hard to go back once you’ve heard it …”
- Andy Cato , Groove Armada

“... I truly believe dance music is on the cusp, finally, of a sonic revolution …”
- Paul Nolan , DJ and Producer

“... It’s the most gorgeous sound that I’ve ever heard in a room …”
- Bjork

“... Using the system for the first time in real situation in front of thousands felt very 
natural, an extension to our existing DJ setup. It didn’t require extra 
preparation of our music, you can just arrive at the venue and after a 
brief walk through, operate it with confidence …”

- PBR Streetgang

DJ Software and Hardware
Artists’ perspectives on the new dimension in sound
Let’s hear from artists about how d&b audiotechnik’s soundscape system has gone down
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Groove Armada , Barrowland Ballroom , April 5th 2022



DJ Software and Hardware 💰
DJ Software and Hardware value up 14% to $1.2bn 
The home DJ boom was overtaken by the return to live

Source: IMS analysis of public data and conversations with leading equipment and software and 
hardware providers

Value of DJ Software and Hardware
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+$133m
+12% on 2020

Another record high!

… but still …

“... 2021 would have been even stronger if it 
weren’t for the chip shortage and the global 

shipping challenges …”
- Company in the DJ Software / Hardware industry
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DIGITAL FAN 
ENGAGEMENT

FIVE JOBS 
TECH SHOULD 
HELP YOU DO

“... Every artist should be refining their business model to take technology into account 
as life returns to normal because we (those who continued to work through the pandemic and engage fans) 

gained new followers / fans at a substantial growth rate. 
The key here is how to convert / monetize that fan base in a way that's advantageous to the artist …” 

- Demuir, producer, DJ, label owner and community-builder



Web3, Metaverse, NFTs, Blockchain, DAOs, …?
Technology offers new ways to build monetizable 

relationships with our audiences. 

Streaming isn’t working for all but a tiny number of artists. So, more than ever, we need to focus on building 
monetizable relationships with our audiences. In 2008, when Kevin Kelly, founder of Wired outlined how artists need 
only 1,000 true fans to make a living, it seemed like a tantalizing but unachievable goal for many. The pandemic 
accelerated a number of initiatives that now make this aspiration achievable for MANY more artists. 

In this section, we update on what you need to know about the five jobs that all this great tech can help you to do:
1. Livestream
2. Sell Virtual Merch
3. Play in the Metaverse
4. Build a Community
5. Earn Fan-Powered Royalties

“More than one artist has told me that not getting into the Metaverse and Web3 is like not getting into the internet 
when it launched. They’re coming quickly and are inevitable,” says Katie Bain of Billboard
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IMS Estimate of the number of electronic music artists catalogues earning at least $65k p.a. from their music. Note: many ‘artists’ split this amongst collaborators, writers

Just
1,650
artists earn

$65k
from their music



Note: Bearing in mind that many artists catalogues split royalties amongst collaborators, the true number 
earning this amount will be substantially lower.
It is well known that only a small number of artists can rely on music revenue to live:
“... Only a handful of artists are making enough money from recorded music. 

The basic streaming model doesn’t work for niche genres like electronic music …” 
- Tom Schroeder at Paradigm

“... It has been brutally difficult for artists to make a living from making and playing music. Too few artists 
have enjoyed the fruits of their labour for too long …”

- Silvia Montello, Association for Electronic Music
Artists with live or event income are able to treat music as a creative outlet:
“... Album writing grounded me in a time when the world collapsed …”

- Max Cooper
“... It is difficult to get a return on it - but I have to do it creatively …” 

- Yousef
Earning a living from music requires long-term investment. “You have to work every part of the system to 
build your earnings: publishing, metadata etc. Linking your accounts in the digital ecosystem so people can find 
your gigs, buy merch etc. And you have to invest to build up a catalogue for the long term, which is where 
the money comes from” says Mark Lawrence

Sources: https://loudandclear.byspotify.com/ tells us the number of recording artists whose catalogs for each full calendar year generated $50,000 or more in total royalties to rights holders across recording and publishing on Spotify 
alone. For a rough estimate, you can multiply the Spotify revenue by four to approximate how much artists generated from all recorded revenue sources. We then took ⅓ of this number to take into account artist shares of 
recording and publishing payments. Electronic / Dance is 15% of Spotify Top 200 globally, has 7% of Spotify Followers, 12% of Spotify Monthly Listeners and 10% of Spotify Streams - so we take 10% of this number of artists.
Viberate have 134,154 electronic music artists in their database

Streaming doesn’t pay 💰
Just 1,650 electronic artist catalogues make more than 
$65k p.a. from their music. That’s less than 1.2%

IMS Estimate of the number of 
electronic music artists earning 
$65k p.a. from their music
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https://loudandclear.byspotify.com/


1. Livestream

2. Sell Virtual Merch

3. Play in the Metaverse

4. Build a Community

5. Earn Fan-Powered Royalties

Digital Fan Engagement
Web3, Metaverse, NFTs, Blockchain, DAOs, …?
They all ladder back to one of five simple jobs
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2. Sell Virtual Merch

3. Play in the Metaverse

4. Build a Community

5. Earn Fan-Powered Royalties

Digital Fan Engagement
Contents

1. Livestream
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Digital Fan Engagement 1: Livestreaming

Twitch illustrates how livestreaming continued 
despite the a return to live

2021
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Millions of hours watched

Thousands of streams in music category



Digital Fan Engagement 1: Livestreaming

YouTube subs for Defected and Beatport continued
There will always be a market for streaming to people who can’t get to a physical show

Defected: 153,000 more subscribers than expected!

Actual

Expected

2021+

Beatport: 144,000 more subscribers than expected!

2021+ 
Actual

Expected
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Momentum acquired during the pandemic continued in 2021 with subscriber numbers growing at a faster rate than in 2019



Small but perfectly formed
Most artists have less that 100k followers after 12 months of weekly engagement. In 
total the top 12 played to just 73k fans a month. As it should be. Twitch is an engaged 
community and so should be much smaller than broadcast media. At about seven 
hours of monetized watch time per follower, every follower counts.

“... The real story is the smaller artists who benefit from the overall rise in 
livestreaming as a normalized entertainment medium. Regulars who 
were doing 150 average concurrents are more reliably doing 400 now. A 
handful are up around 1,000 fairly regularly …”

- Karen Allen, author of Twitch for Musicians

“... I wouldn’t have a job right now if it wasn’t for Twitch … Disclosure has 30k 
followers … our lowest number on any platform, but our engagement 
rate is the highest. If you stream on Instagram, the viewer count starts 
dropping immediately, but on Twitch people stay for eight hours. It's 
probably the most connected we've felt to our fans ever …”

- Jonathan MacDonald, who manages artists including Soul Clap and Seth Troxler quoted in RA

“... Twitch is a cross between MTV and a Vegas slot machine. Addictive all day 
entertainment you keep putting money into …”

- Chuck Fishman, musician, DJ and technologist

Note on Pandemic Twitch growth: Many of the large accounts did deals with Twitch to program a minimum amount of 
content (usually ~60 hours/month) in exchange for marketing benefits like home page features. Some accounts received 
significant investment from Twitch in addition.

Digital Fan Engagement 1: Livestreaming

Twitch growth was slow but steady
Gone are the rapid pandemic-fueled growth rates
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Total 1,080,000
djmagofficial 1,099
OfficialDavidMorales 13,844
defectedrecords 20,362
SoundCloud 21,777
SteveAoki 37,737
porterrobinson 38,300
gabrielanddresden 49,428
Abracadabra 57,445
djrayraytaiwan 59,002
ASOT 76,083
Anjuna 100,253

BeatportOfficial 192,314

Insomniac 495,392
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Fast growth

Phase 3: 
Steady state growth?

Followers of the top 12 electronic music accounts on Twitch



Digital Fan Engagement 1: Livestreaming

We’ve found our core audience - now to engage them
Top electronic music Twitch accounts are broadcasting more for fewer new followers

● Dropped off since pandemic and 
new followers have bottomed out. 
Hours broadcast also flattened 
out. Is there an opportunity alongside 
live or was it simply a temporary 
substitute?

● Accounts have found their core 
Twitch audiences. Now the focus 
needs to be on continually engaging 
(and monetising) them
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Hours broadcast and new followers gained 
by the top 12 electronic music accounts on Twitch



Digital Fan Engagement 1: Livestreaming

Behind the growth: As we return to live, 
the number of Beatport streams has reduced

This data includes events streamed and hours of events streamed by Beatport Livestream

Live Stream Stats for 2021
● Total Streamed Events:  189
● Unique Artists Streamed: 574
● Total Hours Streamed: 949
● Longest Single Stream Length: 24 Hours*
● Total views: 66.4M
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* Three streams of 24 hours each:   Endel x Plastikman - 24 hours of Deeper 
Focus // AI-powered soundscape  // Get Lost! May Day



Digital Fan Engagement 1: Livestreaming

Summary: 

Livestreaming isn't 
a replacement for live

It's an alternative platform 
to engage with fans 

and offer them 
something highly valuable 

(which can therefore be monetized)
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1. Livestream

3. Play in the Metaverse

4. Build a Community

5. Earn Fan-Powered Royalties

Digital Fan Engagement
Contents

2. Sell Virtual Merch
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Digital Fan Engagement 2: Sell Virtual Merch.

Electronic artists pioneered NFTs for digital collectibles
7 of the top 10 are electronic music artists
64% of all identified music NFT issues worth $55.4m were issued by electronic artists
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Hip-Hop/R&B/Soul 
Electronic 

Other

Top 30 artists ($m)Value of artist NFT issues

Source: IMS analysis of data from Cherie Hu, whose Water and Music community has worked to identify as many music-related NFTs as possible https://www.waterandmusic.com/data/music-web3-dashboard/ 

https://www.waterandmusic.com/data/music-web3-dashboard/


● The pandemic boom: In 2017 NFTs were focused on JPEGs and digital cats but as the technology adapted, they have now moved firmly into the 
music world and have become big business. “During the pandemic, the technology skyrocketed … We’ve seen developers push the tech and the 
use-cases so much - it blows my mind how much it evolved in such a short period of time,” says Chloe Janicki, head of Web3 for Seven20 / deadmau5 

● “The Dance scene has led the NFT space,” says Katie Bain of Billboard, “Dance is always at the bleeding edge of tech.”
● The blockchain now offers incredible power, particularly to younger digitally native artists to cut out the middleman and build directly 

monetised relationships with fans
“... If you were 18-21, COVID wrecked everything for you. Young people were pissed and looking to build their own things - artists, 

sounds, business models. They’re coming through fast and often have no ties to the existing industry and artists …” - Tom Schroeder at 
Paradigm

“... There are lots of smart people and lots of investors looking to find opportunities for artists to build direct relationships with audiences 
outside of the existing ecosystem. And not just for the top 1% of artists - it has been brutally difficult for artists to make a living from making 
and playing music. Too few artists have enjoyed the fruits of their labour for too long …” 
- Silvia Montello, Association for Electronic Music

● Many existing industry players have struggled to embrace Web3, just as they struggled to embrace digital music in its early days. “To thrive, you must 
be willing and prepared to detach from the [old] Web 2 world,” says Chloe, referring to both the corporate decision-making structures and 
the constraints of IP ownership models. 

● Even for Chloe and the deadmau5 team, who are pushing the boundaries of this space, there is still a lot of uncertainty. “It’s hard keeping up with the 
pace of change,” says Chloe. “We learn lessons all the time. And since everything is public, this helps others to improve, also.” One 
thing’s for sure, though: as Chloe says, “the people embracing it now will be the ones thriving in the future.”

Digital Fan Engagement 2: Sell Virtual Merch.

NFTs: Cutting out the middleman 
and learning by doing
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“You have to start with your artist strategy first and foremost. When you know your audience, you’ll know for example whether the priority is frictionless 
products / pricing for broad audiences or can be more sophisticated for a technically-savvy crypto-native crowd.” says Chloe. Selina Chowdhury at Warner Music 
Group agrees, “the key is to integrate NFTs into your artist development process.” This was the first advice from Jules O’Riordan AKA Judge Jules, who has 
been involved in many of the large NFT deals in his capacity as a leading dance music lawyer. His advice? “A lack of strategy stands out. Artists doing it because they 
think that they should - without thinking about their fan base and providing something the fan base actually want that is unique.”

“NFTs can’t be about selling over-priced JPEGs - you have to be adding value to your projects, Metaverse / Interoperability / Movies / Comics 
and so on,” says Dean Wilson of Seven20. 

Chloe recommends many options; however we took a deeper look at two distinct base use-cases:

● Profile-picture projects. Many successful NFT projects have been based on identity and avatar appearance, as well as the connection with the projects that 
emulate their values. Christie’s has already run a sale focusing entirely on profile-picture NFTs. To double down on this avenue you’d design NFT-collections with 
their use as profile pictures in mind - design them to work on multiple platforms. Many pre-established brands entering via this method are converting their 
known IP/logo into avatar style images to fit this trend. (Great examples are deadmau5’ head5 (link), or Bobby Hundreds Adam Bomb Squad (link))

● Collectable art projects. Great art used to be only available to moneyed collectors. Now, limited editions or ‘1 of 1s’ that can be collected and traded are in 
the reach of everyone. Remember that digital art is as real to young people as physical art is to older people. Culture changes with each generation – young 
people are the trendsetters of the globe and that is particularly true when it comes to art and fashion – the older generation of fine art collectors were once 
young and setting those trends. This is just the next iteration of an endlessly repeating trend

Ideally, even virtual merch should go beyond selling static images. “You’re only limited by your imagination for how you can push forward the artist-fan 
dynamic,” says Greg Marshall, former head of AFEM. See Synth Heads case study

Digital Fan Engagement 2: Sell Virtual Merch.

Should Virtual Merch NFTs be in your strategy?
IMS spoke to Chloe Janicki, head of Web3 for Seven20 / deadmau5 to find out
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RCRDSHP has paid out more than $515,000 
to creators from primary sales in the six 
months since its launch in August 2021.

What lessons can we learn from RCRDSHP? 
We spoke to RCRDSHP to find out more

● NFTs are the new gateway to an Artist’s digital 
fan-club

● Fans collect to demonstrate their support for 
the artist, and in return expect to be recognized 
as a supporter

● Fans enjoy completing challenges requiring them 
to hold certain collectibles, and in return they 
get exclusive rewards not available anywhere 
else

● Rewards are limited only to the Artist’s 
imagination

Overview:
● RCRDSHP curate and mint beautiful digital 

collectibles to support DJs, producers, labels, and 
other creators. “Think of them as the next vinyl, only 
better since The Next Format™ keeps you 
connected with your fanbase”

● Collectibles include a wide variety of content 
including new releases, exclusive mixes, and personal 
content

● A portion of our marketplace’s secondary sales 
always goes back to the original content 
creator—every sale on the market makes music 
more valuable

Digital Fan Engagement 2: Sell Virtual Merch.

Case Study: RCRDSHP are on a mission to take 
electronic music NFTs to the mainstream

“... It's a no-brainer to me to do 
this because it helps 
monetize previously 
unreleased content and/or 
extend the life of a product 
…” 
- Demuir, producer, DJ and label 
owner
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What lessons can we learn from Synth Heads? 
We spoke to David Browne at Beatport to find out 
more
● Synth Heads was about exploration, experimentation. 

‘Web 2.0’ companies can successfully dive into ‘Web3’. But 
you have to get involved if you want to learn

● Web3 works differently. “We had a traditional media 
campaign laid out. But, on launch, we sold out before any of us 
could’ve predicted. You need to be adaptable.”

● Go way beyond overpriced JPEGs. Beatport worked hard 
to come up with a central narrative around Synth Heads as 
well as develop physical and digital benefits . “It was important 
to us from the outset that this project could deliver true and 
tangible value to our community.”

● You can’t please everyone. “Historically, all emerging 
technology has met with resistance. We’re future-focused and 
want our audience to be part of that. People can always 
change their mind, right?” You have to focus on delivering 
value for the people that choose to be a part of it

Who bought a Synth Head?
● Young: 68% below 36 years old
● Male: 98% 
● New to NFTs: 97% started in last two 

years. For 61%, it is their only NFT!. Just 7% 
are whales

● … but expert! 70% have advanced 
understanding

● Music people. Mostly
○ Producers 27%
○ Electronic Music Fans 23%
○ DJs 13%
○ NFT collectors 36%

Digital Fan Engagement 2: Sell Virtual Merch.

Case Study: Synth Heads launched Beatport into the 
world of NFTs. And brought a new crowd with them

Physical Benefits
● Festival & Event Perks
● Exclusive access to Beatport events
● Discounts on music software and hardware
● Community Voting rights

Digital Benefits
● Exclusive NFT claims, raffles, community 

giveaways
● Music, sound packs, stems
● Metaverse avatars & events
● Artist & special guest access (AMAs, 

competitions & more)
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Definitions of metaverse vary. This author prefers to define it this way:

Metaverse
/ˈmɛtəvəːs/

noun
The collection of digital spaces in which users can interact with a 

computer-generated environment and other users.

Made up of the prefix "meta" (meaning beyond) 
and the stem "verse" (from "universe").
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Infrastructure is the 
semiconductors, material 
science, cloud computing and 
telecommunications 
networks that make it 
possible to construct any of 
the higher layers.

https://medium.com/building-the-metaverse/market-map-of-the-metaverse-8ae0cde89696

Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

So, what does the Metaverse mean?

Experience: 
What we actually 

engage with: 
games, social 

experiences, live 
music, etc.

Discovery is how people learn 
that an experience exists.

The Creator Economy: 
everything that helps make and 
monetize things for the 
metaverse: design, animation, 
graphics, monetization tech, etc

Spatial Computing: the software 
that brings objects into 3D, 
computing into objects in the world, 
and allow us to interact with them. 
3D engines, gesture recognition etc

Decentralization is 
everything that is moving more 
of the ecosystem to a 
permissionless, distributed and 
more democratized structure.

Human Interface refers to the 
hardware that helps us access the 
metaverse — everything from 
mobile devices to VR headsets to 
future technologies like advanced 
haptics and smartglasses.
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Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

Gaming is big
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Sources: Newzoo, IFPI, J.P. Morgan, Greyscale Investments, IMS estimate

$400 
Estimated gaming revenue in 2025

billion 



Mobile

Console

PC

2021 ● Gaming up 23.1% as people who couldn’t go outside or 
watch sports on TV gave gaming a try (… followed by a slight 
correction in 2021)

● Artists went from soundtracking games to starring in 
them: Myriad opportunities opened up. Beyond featuring in 
the games, soundtracking gamer livestreams and digital merch 
are huge opportunities to build and monetise audiences

● Labels are invested: Sony has $250m in Fortnite and a 
team of 25 ‘reimagining music through immersive media’. 
Warner has eight figures in Roblox and a number of 
partnerships with digital experience companies
“... During the past fiscal year, we generated nearly $400m in 

these areas (social, gaming and fitness revenues), and 
expect this to become an even more material part of our 
revenue …”
- Sony Music Entertainment CEO Rob Stringer

Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

Gaming is more than 20x the size of the electronic 
music industry. And growing rapidly
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Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

Gaming is more enjoyable than music for most people



The Metaverse is where kids hang out, spend their money and seek 
entertainment. We need to be there

“... Even before 5G, VR or AR, the digital world is as real to kids as 
the physical world is to us. They want digital merch, not IRL 
presents and favour in-game events over going out ..."
- Christophe Castagnéra of Imagination

“... Kids aren't listening to Radio anymore, they are barely listening to 
Spotify, but they are watching Twitch and YouTube video game 
streamers. These are platforms that allow you to organically promote 
your music through those trusted voices. These are super super 
powerful. Ignore them at your peril  ..."
- Duncan Byrne, Marketing Director, Anjuna

“... It's like the very beginning of the dot-com boom. We 
recognised that people are going to spend a lot more time online, that 
there was value in those experiences, and there was some sort of 
opportunity …”

- Ben Vickers, CTO metaverse technology company Serpentine Galleries

We should be seeking out opportunities to experiment and 
innovate and create the future. There is something for everyone

Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

The Metaverse isn’t about gaming 
It is where people hang out - be there!

Average weekly hours spent playing video games in selected countries worldwide as of January 2021
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Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

The Metaverse in numbers
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Sources include ‘Opportunities in the metaverse’ report by J.P. Morgan

$1 trillion annually: J.P. Morgan and Greyscale Investments believe that the metaverse will be generating this in a few years

$54 billion spent on virtual goods each year, roughly double the size of the whole recorded music industry

$41 billion non-fungible tokens (NFTs) current market cap 

$2.29 billion of capital raised from 257 ‘Blockchain Gaming’-related deals with 162 listed companies 

$1.69 billion of capital raised from 283 Metaverse-related deals with 149 listed companies 

$1 billion Sony investment in Epic Games to “accelerate our work to build the metaverse” 

$1 billion payments made to artists over its lifetime by Bandcamp, recently bought by Epic Games

2,000,000 users in The Sandbox, a blockchain-based metaverse that has focused on music partnerships

200 strategic partnerships for The Sandbox, including Warner Music Group who are set to launch a music-themed virtual world



Steve Aoki 
launched the A0K1VERSE, an 

ecosystem bridging real-world 
experiences with web3.

Although it received just 132 google searches per 
month and just 13,500 web site visitors in March 

Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

Metaverse artists
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David Guetta, 
as an avatar, 

performed a DJ set in Roblox 

PinkPantheress 
performed a BRITs VIP party 

on Roblox



PIXELYNX was founded by Richie Hawtin, Joel Zimmerman 
aka deadmau5, along with music and gaming industry 
veterans Ben Turner, Dean Wilson and Inder Phull. 
Goal: a new physical and digital music ecosystem for 
artists to launch and control their own interactive 
experiences through playable worlds and NFTs. The 
portal to the:

THE MUSICVERSE
They recently partnered with Niantic, the creators of 
Pokémon Go to create an AR mobile app that provides a 
“planet scale augmented reality music experience.” 
“We want to make it easy for artists to launch their 
own interactive environments and to monetise them 
through NFTs, playable experiences and virtual 
performances.” The new platform will act as a canvas, 
connecting the dots between music and gaming ecosystems 
whilst creating a new way for artists and fans to connect.

Digital Fan Engagement 3: Play in the Metaverse

Case Study: PIXELYNX is blurring the lines 
between music, blockchain and gaming
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The market:

$1 trillion 
J.P. Morgan and Greyscale Investments believe that the 
metaverse will be generating this annually in a few years

$54 billion 
Amount spent on virtual goods each year, roughly double 
the size of the whole recorded music industry

$41 billion 
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) current market cap 

$2.29 billion 
Capital raised from 257 ‘Blockchain Gaming’-related deals 
with 162 listed companies 

$1.69 billion 
Capital raised from 283 Metaverse-related deals with 149 
listed companies 
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Digital Fan Engagement 4: Build a Community

TikTok continued to grow at an astonishing rate 🚀

70% y/y growth!
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Source: WSJ, Facebook/Meta SEC Filings, Reuters

It’s not the size that matters. “TikTok changes how music is packaged: now there’s a dance, personality or meme to go with a track,” says DJ and Presenter Kikelomo Oludemi



Serious about monetisation: TikTok registered the highest global 
consumer spend ever for any app or game in a given quarter.
It is the first app to ever beat a game in consumer spend!

Digital Fan Engagement 4: Build a Community

TikTok continued to grow at an astonishing rate 🚀
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It’s not the size that matters. “TikTok changes how music is packaged: now there’s a dance, personality or meme to go with a track,” says DJ and Presenter Kikelomo Oludemi

Note: Android phones; Excluding business-management apps; Worldwide excluding China
https://www.data.ai/en/go/state-of-mobile-2022

TikTok

Facebook

Instagram

TikTok

Top grossing game

Top grossing app

Source: data.ai Intelligence Note: Global consumer spend on iOS and Google Play combined; China is iOS only.
Based on #1 app or game by revenue in any given quarter (2010 - 2022). *Top Grossing App (outside of TikTok):
data reflects next highest non-game application by global spend in any given quarter.

Hours spent per month on TikTok in the USA have easily surpassed 
Facebook and Instagram. They show no sign of slowing

$400m+

$500m+

$800m+Growing at 40% quarter-on-quarter!



There is much we can learn - even from from broad, 
popular definitions of Dance and Hip-Hop. We need to 
go beyond supporting great tracks to supporting the 
development of great artists:
“... In a world of abundance, we’ve gravitated 

towards celebs who come with character, 
fashion and culture. Hip-Hop is full of them. 
Electronic music … not so much. RIP Daft 
Punk …”

- Jenny Howard, brand strategist for luxury brands including Diesel, Dior 
and Kering group

“... Electronic music has traditionally been very 
faceless as far as artists are concerned. The 
artists and household names can probably 
be counted on a couple of hands …”

- Anton Partridge, Director of Global Strategy, Electronic Music at 
Warner

Top 100
Dance / Electronic
Artists
2021
(2020 dashed)

Top 100 
Hip-Hop 
Artists 
2021
(2020 dashed)

Electronic music’s share of social engagement declined
Our strong SoundCloud lead is gone
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Source: IMS analysis of data from Top 100 artists from Viberate



Digital Fan Engagement 4: Build a Community

Electronic music is small on social,
Compared to other genres

● Electronic Music is 6th of 7 genres in ‘actions’ (shares, 
likes etc.) across actions on YouTube, Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook

● Electronic Music had just 2% share
● Electronic Music’s social following is more heavily reliant 

on YouTube than that of other genres
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Source: IMS / Audience Strategies analysis of data provided by Comscore Social Measurement, Top 100 Spotify Artists per Genre, Actions



Digital Fan Engagement 4: Build a Community

Social engagement in electronic music declined in ‘21
We partnered with Shareablee to better understand how the Top 100 Spotify Electronic Music artists had performed across 
social media:
● Social Followers grew across YouTube (9%), Facebook (7%) and Instagram (3%). However, growth was lower than for 

other genres  - considerably lower in some instances with Hip Hop, R&B and Pop seeing double-digit growth
● Amount of content posted declined in 2021 with artists across all genres posting less. Posts from the top Electronic 

Music artists declined on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.  YouTube was the one platform that saw a rise in content - 
videos up by 7%!

● Actions (likes, shares, comments etc) - a decline in content was accompanied by a decline in engagement with 
content. However, despite a smaller decline in content among Electronic Music artists than artists of other genres, the 
decline in engagement was considerably larger. The one exception being YouTube where Electronic Music artists saw a 
growth in actions
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Source: IMS / Audience Strategies analysis of data provided by Comscore Social Measurement, Top 100 Spotify Artists per Genre, Followers, Actions, Impressions

“... I don't want people to forget the importance 
of skill. Just because you've got fifty thousand 
followers, doesn't mean you're the best DJ in 
the world. But, to be the most successful 
DJ in the world you probably need skill 
and a big following. More than ever, 
that's important …”
- Jaguar, DJ and Broadcaster
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Social video 🎥 engagement is a strong point for 
electronic music
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Source: Tubular Labs

We worked with Tubular Labs to dig into this by analysing Engagement, Views, Uploads for Electronic Music vs. Hip Hop 
for Facebook and YouTube:

Uploads

+77%
Electronic music uploads grew 
by 77% between 2020 and 2021 

Hip-Hop grew by 19%
(Note: Hip-Hop has many more uploads: 2.8 million vs Electronic 

Music’s 1.9m over the last three years (40% of the two combined))

Engagement

+76%
Electronic music engagement grew 

by 76% between 2020 and 2021 
Hip-Hop only grew by 36%

(Note: Hip-Hop has many more engagements: 20.3 billion vs Electronic 
Music’s 7.8m over the last three years (28% of the two combined))

Viewership

+60%
Electronic music viewership grew 

by 60% between 2020 and 2021 
Hip-Hop only grew by 27%

(Note: Hip-Hop has many more views: 1.1 trillion vs Electronic Music’s 
538m over the last three years (32% of the two combined))



Lessons from Demuir
“The pandemic was liberating,” said Demuir. “We were all caught in a 
cycle of releases and then shows. We were exhausted. There was no 
time to invest in building a platform like this.” Demuir went on to 
“blow up” his pre-pandemic model, ending with more and more 
consistent income streams, allowing him to now turn down gigs he’d 
otherwise have away on the road for.  

● Good artists are always looking to learn. Patreon is a 
“phenomenal way to engage with people who want to learn and 
are willing to pay”

● Quality matters: Invest in cameras, lighting etc
● Add value: Always ask yourself, what will benefit my audience?
● Less is more: There will come times when you want to 

re-focus on fewer people paying more per person
● Partnerships are key: Reviewing and referring people to 

great products serves you, brands and your audience
● Build an ecosystem: Some students have been scouted for 

Demuir’s label
Demuir found his groove as a result. “I’ve always loved community and 
helping people. But the pandemic allowed me to go deeper. Now I 
realise that this is how I want to spend my time,” he says. “Building my 
own empire, rather than helping other people build theirs.”

Digital Fan Engagement 4: Build a Community

Case Study: Demuir’s Patreon tells the story of growth 
and refinement common to many over the pandemic
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Patreon perks: There are perks for fans of 
Demuir, the label and the genre as well as for 
artists looking to start, deepen or polish their 
skills:
● Studio listening / feedback sessions 
● Zoom listening session(s) with Demuir
● Promo Access to label releases
● 1:1 meeting 
● Your name listed in the album credits
● Personalised, signed advanced copy of vinyl
● Download “Promo Only” label tracks
● Behind the scenes video updates
● “Dear XXX - thanks for being an OG!”
● Monthly ‘1 on 1’
● DJ Booth Access
● Be an Executive Producer on the album
● Listen to “Draft Sketches” of tracks
● Sample packs
● Production course by Demuir
● Two custom lessons
● Detailed review of 3 tracks
● Partner discounts (Loopmasters, Allwood, etc.)
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About Demuir: Featured as 
Beatport's Hype Artist in 2018 and 
#1 Jackin House Producer for two 
years in a row, Demuir’s eclectic 
house sound exudes funky, sexy, and 
soulful beats that have enabled him 
to release the industry's most 
desired labels including Hot 
Creations, Elrow, and Desolat. He’s a 
producer, DJ, label owner, promoter, 
and now community owner, on 
Patreon.

Phase 2:
Focus and consolidation



In total we counted:

215 
servers

318,943 
members

Between 

12 to 23k 
people each 

(median 350 people)

Digital Fan Engagement 4: Build a Community

Electronic music Discord communities are thriving
Paul Nolan’s Make Your Transition (MYT), in partnership with IMS and AFEM have built a database of all the Discord servers we could find here

Communities are popping up in every 
corner of the industry. 

“... There’s been a big shift away 
from these huge influencers 
towards communities based 
around people who are 
respected for a particular 
skill … People want 
to be included 
and respected …”
- Kikelomo Oludemi, 

DJ and Presenter

Database built by Daniel Fish. Graphic built using https://www.wordclouds.com/

Most popular electronic music discord servers:
(📈 The bigger the name, the more members the server has)

Communities are 🔥
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● Music. Releasing or streaming music on the blockchain is still in its early days, but deadmau5’s release of his ‘This Is Fine’ collab 
with Portugal. The Man as a million affordable NFTs shone a light on the potential. It came with bespoke artwork, guestlist to an 
upcoming deadmau5 show, and metaverse merch

● Decentralised organisations. A new way for groups of people coming together with a shared purpose. Could be based on a 
community or a business. Democratised voting and governance. Think fan clubs, genre-based organisations or more

● Contracts: “... The tech is so good and transparent. It’s the most logical way to do contracts. It will touch every part of our lives 
eventually. NFTs are just the first use case …” - Dean Wilson, Seven20 and PIXELYNX

● Data: On data: "I feel like we’ve gone backwards,” says Dean Wilson. “How can music have gone digital and yet we get less 
data [from DSPs]? Where is our data and why can’t we talk to our fans without paying money to the gatekeepers?” 

● Music services could use the blockchain to bring transparency and fairness to payments. Imagine instant and fully transparent 
payments when your music is streamed
“We are the most played music in clubs, festivals and bars but we’re the worst paid. The blockchain offers 
transparency. We could see plays and payments in real time. We all need to push as many use cases as we can” 

- Dean Wilson who manages deadmau5
● Timing: “The potential for Web3 and music will be realised over the coming 3-4 years,” says Sean Gardner of Emanate and MODA 

DAO, who aims to align the industry, get funding and build a bunch of the tech that’s needed. “NFT music will prove the concepts 
and force the required technology changes, then blockchain-powered music to follow,” says Sean

Digital Fan Engagement 5: Earn Fan-Powered Royalties

Blockchain promises transparency 
and fairness in data and payments
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Brand Partnerships 💰
Global ad spend barely paused during the pandemic.
But electronic music failed to earn its share

Interviews with a number of agents and promoters suggested that brand support for electronic 
music is still only at about 80% of pre-pandemic levels: 
“... With the risk of cancellation or outbreaks, live was a high-risk environment for brands 

…”  - Sarah McBriar, AVA Festival

We spoke to Rafael McDonnell of Talent & Brands to get context and advice for electronic music:
“... My advice would be to enhance the reach electronic music offers for brands to get 

involved on a broader scale. The experiences are great for the small numbers who are 
there in a physical capacity but they do not provide such great reach in the digital 
space. I would ask how they are using new media platforms such as TikTok etc to create 
relevant content and reach for brands …”

”… The pandemic has given many brands the opportunity to re-evaluate their spending on music 
and sponsorships in general. During this time many brands started working more 
closely with creators on platforms such as TikTok, who can deliver huge reach for 
a fraction of the price of traditional talent endorsements and sponsorships. While 
the consumer appetite for live music experiences is now greater than ever as we return to 
normal, the music industry needs to ensure that it is offering good value for money 
and a return on investment to tempt brands back.”

Global ad spend:
2021 was business as usual 
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DJ and Artist earnings 💰
DJ & Artist earnings: valued at $0.7bn
Up $0.4bn (+111%) vs. 2020 Down $365m or 34% on 2019

We’re back to live, but the revenues aren’t back. Yet

“... The workload is back to pre-pandemic 
levels, but earnings aren’t, plus there are 
rising costs everywhere …”
- Agent

Many artists are adjusting to the new world

“... The pandemic birthed creator realization 
of how to monetize their works that won't 
go away - Patreon, Bandcamp, Shopify, etc. …”
- Demuir, producer, DJ and label owner

Source: IMS analysis of public data and conversations with managers, agents and promoters

Value of DJ & Artist Earnings
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EDUCATION

GIVING BACK 
IS BIG BUSINESS.
WITH BENEFITS



Red Means Recording
Renegade Producer
Resident Advisor x Refuge 
Worldwide
SAE Institute
Saffron
School of Electronic Music
Scottish Electronic Music 
Conference
Scratch DJ Academy
Seedj
Sell Music Masterclass
Shesaid.so
Skapade Studios
Skillshare
Sónar+D
Sonic Academy
SoundConstraints
Soundflow Music Academy
South by Southwest
Sub Bass
Tallinn Music Week
Team MBL
The Audio Journey

Crossfader
Daniel Fish
Dash Glitch
Demuir
Dexxter Clark
Digital DJ Tips
DJ Courses Online
DJ Gym
DJ School UK
DK Music Business 
Academy
Edge Hill University
EDMbiz
EDMProd
EDMTips
Electronic Music 
Conference
Electronic Sound Summit
Extralife
FaderPro
Finish More Music
Fraser Murrary
Future DJs
Geeta Dayal

Groove3
Home of Sound
HyperBits
Institute of Contemporary 
Music Performance
International Music Summit
iZotope
Jon Sine
Leeds Conservatoire of Music
Letsynthesize
LinkedIn Learning
Lisa Lashes School of Music
Liverpool Audio Network
Liverpool DJ Academy
London Music Conference
London Sound Academy
Lux Cache
Make Me A DJ
Make Music Your Life
Make Your Transition (MYT)
MasterClass
MDLBEAST XP
Mixmasters
Mixtank

1500 Sound Academy
343 Labs
789ten
Abbey Road Institute
Academy of Contemporary 
Music
AIM Connected
Amoss
AMP Music Lab
Amsterdam Dance Event
ARU
Atish
Audio Devils
AudioPilz
AULART
Berklee School of Music
BIMM
Biskuwi
Born To Produce
Bridges For Music
Brighton Music Conference
Burstimo
Canadian Music Week
Coursera

Monthly
Most Wanted Berlin
Multiplier
Musformation
Music Business Podcast
Music Gurus
Music Hackspace
Music Production For 
Women
NAMM
NMPAT
NXNE
On Beat
Open Music Labs
Orpheus Audio Academy
Paul Bunting
Point Blank Music
Primavera Pro
Producer Tech
Production Music Live
Pspiralife
Ready For Masterclass
Recording Connection
Recording Revolution

Education

 Teaching electronic music is big business 
And a big passion for many artists
Paul Nolan’s Make Your Transition (MYT), in partnership with IMS and AFEM have built a database of all the electronic music education providers we could find here
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MAKE YOUR TRANSITION

The School of Music 
Business
Toolroom Academy
UAL
Udemy
Underdog Electronic Music 
School
University of Adelaide
University of Central 
Lancashire
University of Derby
University of Huddersfield
University Of Hull
Virtuoso
Wandsworth Music
Warrior Sound
Water Bear
Waves Audio
Waveshaper TV
Winslow
Winter Music Conference
Zen World
Zoundera

In total we counted 138 education providers

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ehh-dv0yRxoHCQ4gYzDh4d3Yk2VNhP5VE6GKahWhCdU/edit#gid=439912778


Paul Bunting
Paul Nolan
Perc
Pete Griffiths
Pete Tong
Pspiralife
Richie Hawtin
Rick Snoman
Rodhad
Roger Sanchez
Royal Blood
Rudosa
Seb Zito
Serato
Shadow Child
Shlomo
Shosh
Skream
Sonny Wharton
SPFDJ
Studio Cai
Susan Rogers
Syence
The Key Of She
Themba
Tim Green
Tom & Jame

PARTNERS:
Abbey Road
Ableton
ACS
ADE
AFEM
AIM
Analog
Anghami
Arete
Armada Uni
Arts Council 
AudioPilz

Aux Studios
AVID
Awakenings
Axtone
Beatport
Circus Recordings
Club Bad
d&b audiotechnik
DAZE
Deeperfect
Defected
Dim Mak
DistroKid
DNZ
Elec. Sound Summit
Elite
Etruria Beat
Faber Music
FaderPro
Falmouth University
Future DJs
He She They
Hospital
IMS
In The Key Of She
iZotope
L-Acoustics
Label Worx
Lions Entertainment
Loopmasters
Metropolis Studios
Monstercat
Music at Work
Nandos
Native Instruments
NTIA
Pacha
Parallel
Pioneer DJ
Plugin Alliance
PlugIn Alliance

ARTISTS: 
Aamir Yakub
Adam Ivy
Altar Studios
Amoss
Anden
Andrew Huang
Armin Van Buuren
Atish
Basswell
Ben Remember
Biskuwi
Blawan
BluePrint
Brian Eno
Bushwacka
Carl Cox
Charlie Thomas
Coyu
Crazy P
Cristoph
D. Ramirez
Dam Swindle
Damian Keyes
Daniel Avery
Danny Savage
Dash Glitch
David Morales
Deadmau5
Demuir
Denney
Dexxter Clark
DJ Deep
DJ Jazzy Jeff
DubVision
Dyro
Eats Everything
Eddie Amador
Elliot Adamson
Enamour
Extralife

Fatboy Slim
Futurebound
Geeta Dayal
Graham Cochrane
Hans Zimmer
HOLLT
Hyperbits
Jaguar
James Hurr
James Hype
Jason O’Bryan
Jess Bays
Jon Sine
Joris Voorn
Josh Butler
Kate Simko
Keith Mills
Kydus
Kygo
Laidback Luke
Lauren Lo Sung
Leanne Ungar
Letsynthesize
Lisa Lashes
Luuk Van Dyke
Lux Cache
Mark Knight
Mark Maitland
Maxinne
Melé
Mike Monday
Mor Elian and Juba
Msaki
Multiplier
Music By Lukas
Nautica
Nick Muir
Nicky Romero
Nicky Romero
Palms Trax
Patrice Baumel

Plugin Boutique
Protocol
PRS
Resident Advisor
Sentric Electronic
Skiddle
Sony Music
Soundtrap
Sowhul District
Spinnup
Spitfire Audio
Studio Eleven Music
Suara Music
Toolroom Records
Universal Audio
Universal Music
Viper Recordings
Waves Audio

In total we counted:

138 
education providers

with

11,767,509
website visitors

9,906,231
YouTube subscribers

Education

 Teaching electronic music is big business 
And a big passion for many artists
Paul Nolan’s Make Your Transition (MYT), in partnership with IMS and AFEM have built a database of all the electronic music education providers we could find here
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Criteria for inclusion in the database:
● Ongoing courses. At least annual enrollment
● Has released free or paid content within the 

last year (Individual Content Creator)
● Has held an event within the last year 

(Conference & Networking Organisation)
● Focused on electronic music (i.e. excluding 

most multi-subject academic institutions) or 
innovative business models (e.g. MasterClass)

We identified 108 artists and 78 partners who have supported this industry:

MAKE YOUR TRANSITION

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ehh-dv0yRxoHCQ4gYzDh4d3Yk2VNhP5VE6GKahWhCdU/edit#gid=439912778


Education

MasterClass dominates the web views,
but industry-focused platforms win on YouTube 
Paul Nolan’s Make Your Transition (MYT), in partnership with IMS and AFEM have built a database of all the electronic music education providers we could find here

Estimated web traffic 
for all organisations in the database
Click here for interactive version

Estimated YouTube followers 
for all organisations in the database
Click here for interactive version

92%
of web traffic goes to VOD education 

platforms that typically include electronic 
music alongside myriad other subjects
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ehh-dv0yRxoHCQ4gYzDh4d3Yk2VNhP5VE6GKahWhCdU/edit#gid=439912778
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ehh-dv0yRxoHCQ4gYzDh4d3Yk2VNhP5VE6GKahWhCdU/edit#gid=896224903
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ehh-dv0yRxoHCQ4gYzDh4d3Yk2VNhP5VE6GKahWhCdU/edit#gid=839582585


Education

Case Study: Paul Nolan built Make Your Transition to 
“square the circle of intimacy at scale”

Paul Nolan is a producer, DJ and engineer. But the first thing you notice on 
talking to him is his passion for inspiring and supporting a community. His MYT 
educational platform contains lessons on everything from synth mastery to 
mixdowns, but the first words he uses to describe the platform was “a 
machine for creating empathy.” More than anything, he sees education as 
a route to helping artists to grow and develop as people. 

As with other educational platforms, the core content is about knowing your 
tools. But MYT goes beyond that, helping to optimise workflows and helping 
artists develop a vision for what they want their music to be, and the 
impact they want it to have on the world.

“... You’ll also come to understand what is holding you back from fulfilling 
your potential - and be armed with tools to overcome crippling 
perfectionism, creative blocks, fear of failure, procrastination, and any 
other form of resistance you might face …”

MYT students have gone on to release tracks on labels such as mau5trap, R&S 
Records and Circus. They’ve received support from the likes of Jamie Jones, 
John Digweed, Radio 1, fabric and Hernan Cattaneo.
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Education

Case Study: Leading a revolution. Toolroom Academy 
has 7,500 alumni out in the world, making music
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With more and more people making music and wanting feedback, 
Toolroom was faced with 1,000 demos a week. Toolroom Academy 
was ultimately the response. “It’s in our DNA to want to help 
upcoming artists,” said Miles Shackleton who runs it. 
“We started with pre-recorded video tutorials from well-known 
artists to try to break down barriers in what was a hidden, 
secretive world. Six years later, Toolroom has come a long way. 
Through curriculum-based online education that includes assignments 
and A&R feedback, they’ve helped more than 7,500 upcoming artists 
learn or develop their craft and are currently running at 2,500+ per 
year. 800+ of them (350+ a year) are deeply engaged in some form of 
active learning. They’ve even started the world’s first degree backed by 
a record label. 
“It’s working,” says Miles, “our alumni are getting regular 
signings, Radio 1 plays, opening festivals and we’ve even signed 
some to our management arm.”
What does the future hold? New territories and widening access. 
“We want to ensure we aren’t continuing the white, male 
bias in music production.” 



Education

Case Study: The Music Hackspace puts tech first. 
Bringing together music and related creative tech

Jean-Baptiste Thiebaut’s Music Hackspace takes a tech-first approach 
to education. Inspired by Music Hackday hackathons, where engineers, 
artists and companies would collaborate to build innovative music 
experiences, the Music Hackspace started with weekly meetups 
where participants could present and discuss their projects to an 
engaged audience with a set of common interests: sound, music, 
creativity and technology. 
The Music Hackspace’s mission is to foster a community of 
innovating artists, entrepreneurs and hobbyists eager to build 
new technologies for music production and interaction.
Courses are live and on-demand and taught by artists with a passion 
for creative tech. 
“... Running the Music Hackspace always came from a place of 

passion at the intersection of art and tech. Now that we’ve 
started expanding our community online, we are on a mission to 
support artists all over the world to learn, share and make art 
with tech …”

- Jean-Baptiste Thiebaut
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Education

Case Study: Point Blank took degree-level 
electronic music education global
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Since 1994, Point Blank has become a global name in music education. With schools in 
London, Los Angeles, China, Ibiza, Mumbai and Online, Point Blank has taught over 
40,000 students worldwide. 

Teaching to degree level, it is the only school of its kind to achieve a TEF Silver award 
for teaching quality. Demand for music education at Point Blank has grown exponentially over 
the last four years with student numbers increasing by over 130% to 3,000 per year, 
despite the pandemic.

“Our mission is to prepare students from diverse backgrounds for a career in the music 
industry” says CEO & Founder Rob Cowan. “We actively encourage underrepresented 
groups to take part and provide a supportive, nurturing environment in which they can 
succeed.“

The School has partnered with Pioneer DJ amongst other industry heavyweights to help 
students harness their skills on top of the range facilities. Its in-house record label signed 
Ultra Nate to work with students Funk Cartel and sub-licensed the track to BMG in its 
first year of business. This is just one of a host of career opportunities which students can 
enjoy at the School.

Alumni include industry pros such as Patrick Topping, Archie Hamilton, Nicole Moudaber and 
Claude VonStroke as well as a new generation of talent taking the industry by storm including 
IMOGEN, Florentia, Jaden Thompson, Tailor Jae and many more. 

As Pete Tong says: "If you're serious about your music, Point Blank is where you want to be..."



Education

Case Study: Point Blank Music School 'Best Music Production & DJ School' - DJ Mag
Since 1994, Point Blank has become a specialist leader in music education. With 
schools in London, Los Angeles, China, Ibiza, Mumbai and Online, Point Blank has 
taught over 40,000 students worldwide. 

Teaching to degree level, it is the only school of its kind to achieve a TEF Silver award 
for teaching quality. Demand for music education at Point Blank has grown 
exponentially over the last 4 years with student numbers increasing by over 130% to 
3000 p/a despite the pandemic.

“Our mission is to prepare students from diverse backgrounds for a career in the 
music industry” says CEO & Founder Rob Cowan. “We actively 
encourage underrepresented groups to take part and provide a supportive, nurturing 
environment in which they can succeed.“

The School has partnered with Pioneer DJ amongst other industry heavyweights to 
help students harness their skills on top of the range facilities. Its in-house record 
label signed Ultra Nate to work with students Funk Cartel and sub-licensed the track 
to BMG in its first year of business. This is just one of a host of career opportunities 
which students can enjoy at the School.

Alumni include industry pros such as Patrick Topping, Archie Hamilton, Nicole 
Moudaber and Claude VonStroke as well as a new generation of talent taking the 
industry by storm including IMOGEN, Florentia, Jaden Thompson, Tailor Jae and many 
more. 

As Pete Tong says: "If you're serious about your music, Point Blank is where you want 
to be..."



Education

Case Study: Bridges for Music
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MENTAL HEALTH 
& WELLNESS
• 90% of 18 year olds in 

South African townships 
have been exposed to a 
traumatic event during 
their childhood 

• Interpersonal violence in 
SA is 7x the global average

• Only 37% of Grade 4 
students graduate high 
school. 

• 4% get a university degree. 
• 70% youth unemployment 

rate.

EDUCATION

Gender-based violence 
ranked no. 1 in the world

90% of women enrolled so far 
at the Academy have reported 
some sort of abuse

GENDER-BASED 
VIOLENCE

• 72% feel that 
homosexuality is morally 
wrong

• Only 51% believe that gay 
people should have equal 
rights

• 44% of the queer 
community report 
discrimination

LGBTQIA+

Their mission is to build creative schools and programs that empower youth from 
underserved communities in South African to move past trauma and become change 
makers through their creativity whilst becoming self-sustainable in the gig economy.

The problems they tackle:



Education

Case Study: Bridges for Music 2021 achievements
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39 students on 
the Pioneer Pro 

DJ course 
enrolled

50%
Women in class

40 students graduated on 
the MUSIC MBA program 

40 students graduated on the 
FL Studio Course

44  
Students got 

their first 
income

171
Students 
enrolled



Education 💰
New to the IMS Valuation this year: We estimate 
Electronic Music Education was worth $207m in 2021 

Source: IMS analysis of public data and conversations with education providers in this space
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Electronic Music Education: Excluding Traditional Colleges and Universities

$207m in 2021
That’s:

$19 per artist
$207m is the equivalent of about $19 for every one of the 11,000,000 artists who have released an electronic music 
track on Patreon. Although many artists have spent many thousands of dollars and the majority have zero or 
significantly sent less than the $19 average

$289k on Patreon alone
We estimate $289k annual revenues for artists with educational Patreons
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IMPACT

BEYOND COMMERCE: 
OUR IMPACT ON

COMMUNITIES & CULTURE



Electronic music culture is 
misunderstood by so many. 

Electronic music offers a brilliant dose of optimism, 
Particularly in a post pandemic world. 

But our positive impact isn’t always 
understood and appreciated. 

In this new section, each year, we’ll take a look at the positive 
impact our scene has had on communities and culture.

\

In partnership with Electronic Impact. A group of academics and industry professionals 
working to better understand and evidence electronic music’s impact on communities and culture. 106

ELECTRONIC IMPACT 



An academic paper by Cannon and Greasley showed that electronic dance music culture helps people to 
express their identity, strengthen friendship bonds, and consolidate communities under a shared 
interest in a musical style. These facets of electronic dance music culture were shown to correlate with 
increased well-being for those who attend electronic music events.
Cannon, J. W., & Greasley, A. E. (2021). Exploring Relationships Between Electronic Dance Music Event Participation and Well-being. Music & Science, 4(1), 1-17

Impact on communities and culture

In 2021, studies showed electronic music created 
communities and enhanced culture …
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“... People … want to get to 
know the music and the 
people listening to it …”

Electronic music venues drive cultural engagement among diverse audiences. They provide space for 
marginalised communities, provide opportunities to collaborate on and experiment with new 
music and allow audiences to appreciate different arts (e.g. fashion, music and visual aesthetics) in 
conjunction with each other, providing a rich and culturally educational aesthetic experience. These 
spaces became under threat during the pandemic.
Mazierska, E. H., & Rigg, T. (2021). Challenges to British Nightclubs During and After the Covid-19 Pandemic. Dancecult: Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture, 13(1), 69-87.

“...  In clubs the patrons…are 
active contributors, 
inventing new ways of 
dancing, talking and 
enjoying themselves …”

A scientific study by Newson and colleagues found that the electronic dance music events contain typically 
ritualistic features that are associated with personal transformation for those who perceive the event 
as awe-inspiring; they can can help build meaningful social bonds and promote prosocial behaviour. 
Newson, M., Khurana, R., Cazorla, F., & van Mulukom, V. (2021). ‘I get high with a little help from my friends’-how raves can invoke identity fusion and lasting co-operation via 
transformative experiences. Frontiers in Psychology, 4303.

“... Rave offers something of an 
alternative to materialism 
… a meaningful act rather 
than a hedonistic escape 
from reality ...”

By James Cannon for Electronic Impact, a group of academics and industry professionals working to better understand and evidence electronic music’s impact on communities and culture.
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“... Things will work out 
eventually. That means you 
have to prepare, you have to 
pre-produce tracks, you still 
have to somehow connect 
with people …” 

An interview based study with electronic music DJs showed that existential fears of financial insecurity 
and cultural irrelevance burdened DJs during the pandemic. However, Positively, the chance to 
focus on music production, label work, planning future gigs and live-streaming gave DJs a focus 
and an important outlet during this time of isolation.
Ptatscheck, M. (2021). Never Waste a Crisis!?–The Impact of the COVID-19 Crisis on the Mental Health of EDM DJs. IASPM Journal, 11(1), 38-55.

In Mexico, during the pandemic, sonidero (a group of DJs and sound engineers that play records in public) 
practice evolved online as a powerful creative response to the struggles endured by their dancing 
public. Local community livestreams emphasised the importance of solidarity, connection and 
community, with audiences able to engage online through live comments sections.    
Iten, M. (2021). Mexican Sonidero Sound System Culture in Times of Covid-19. Dancecult: Journal of Electronic Dance Music Culture, 13(1), 129-142.

“... More intimate online 
broadcasts during the 
lockdowns have emphasized 
the conviviality and bringing 
together of people …”

During the pandemic live-streamed electronic music concerts and their live comments sections provided the 
engagement needed for creating social ties and feelings of community during isolation. However, 
people yearned for the physical proximity to others present within live events to feel truly 
connected to others. The importance of in-person live events for strengthening communities cannot be 
understated.
Vandenberg, F., Berghman, M., & Schaap, J. (2021). The ‘lonely raver’: music livestreams during COVID-19 as a hotline to collective consciousness?. European Societies, 23(S1), S141-S152.

“... This is super hot, but I can’t 
dance. Not alone …”

Impact on communities and culture

… and whilst in-person events were suspended, 
live-streams facilitated community engagement

By James Cannon for Electronic Impact, a group of academics and industry professionals working to better understand and evidence electronic music’s impact on communities and culture.



Impact on communities and culture

‘fabric at the Opera’ symbolised electronic music’s 
desire to be recognised alongside the traditional arts
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fabric and the English National Opera (ENO) joined forces to 
bring a special performance to the ENO’s home, the London 
Coliseum.
Four live electronic acts performed over the course of one 
evening. The show, the first of many, blended fabric artists with 
the history, culture and legacy of the ENO. The significance was 
huge. The ENO brought electronic music into the fold 
for the first time.
fabric’s Creative Director Jorge Nieto said:
“... It’s a chance to explore beyond our home on 

Charterhouse Street and make way for other artistic 
expressions, beautiful spaces and fellow institutions 
that will elevate electronic music as a true art 
form. This will be the beginning of a long term 
collaboration with the aim of blending different artistic 
expressions in unique spaces and showcasing 
electronic music to new audiences …”



Impact on communities and culture

Electronic music stepped up with fundraising 
compilations to support Ukraine 

Diary of a 
Madman

We Stand 
With 
Ukraine

For more: https://buymusic.club/list/unizone-charity-music-for-ukraine

“... As a community who 
find deep meaning, and 
communicate through 
music - we had to find 
some way to help. We 
pulled together, in the 
space of a week, to 
create a collective 
release. We hope that 
our art and contribution 
can positively impact 
some Ukrainian lives …”
- peace is power - A 

Musique Concrète 
fundraiser for Ukraine
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https://buymusic.club/list/unizone-charity-music-for-ukraine
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PROGRESS
IN PLACES



“... Over the last couple of years the industry 
has become a lot more mindful of diversity. 

Things have forever changed. 
People are certainly more aware of 
the conversations they're having, but 

recently the momentum has slowed. 
I feel like I need to see how this summer goes 

to gauge whether the industry 
has fully moved forward enough …”

- Jaguar, DJ and Broadcaster
112



Most people IMS spoke to felt that change was real and permanent. Here we share perspectives from some in the industry:
“... I've loved seeing a lot of girls and non-binary artists coming through. Certainly as DJs but as producers, too. There are definitely fewer female producers 

than male producers but a lot of the really good ones who are of note are women or non-binary. As someone who listens to about 500 new tracks a week, I can 
say there is still a huge lack of producers who are not male. But I think even in Drum and Bass, which has been a male-dominated scene, they've got 
collectives like EQ50 - so things are being done, even in areas that have been particularly male-dominated, which I think's really positive …” 
- Jaguar, DJ and Broadcaster

“... George Floyd lit the conscious of many promoters and festivals, but please do not take the "Checkbox" approach and default to book women who also 
happen to be BIPOC and representative of LGBTQ to feel good and call it a day. A lot of BIPOC men have been doing extraordinary things in this 
culture and are not recognized adequately ... Balance the thought process …”

“... You have to be inclusionary now. I see and feel that every day …” 
“... You just can’t do a white male DJ lineup anymore - you’ll get called out on it. 

That change is done. It’s permanent … 
… Except for a couple of festivals that don’t seem to give a shit …” 

“... They’d have to be very spectacular for me to sign a white man now. I wouldn’t be able to get bookings …”  
“... We're finally seeing a correction. The market value of black artists at every stage of their career has shot up …” 
“... There is a definite shift in how promoters are booking and them being held accountable for their bookings …” 
"... There is an incredible range of artists coming through as a result 

- all sexualities, colours and creeds. It has never been better …" 

Diversity

Perspectives on progress: Our industry feels that 
expectations around diversity changed permanently
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Diversity

Representation and demand for People of Colour in 
the Top 100 grew in 2021 … 

DB - Point to flag: 

There is a DJ called Kaka who is a newcomer to the DJ mag 
chart this year.  She is both female and POC however she is 
excluded from Demand analysis as there is a Brazilian 
football player called Kaka who dominates search.   It is also 
a common name/term in India and including her was 
massively skewing results.

DJs are nominated and voted for by the public and so this offers a 
useful window into whether we’re successful in supporting of People 
of Colour to find commercial success:
● DJ Mag’s top 100 DJs featured 20 people of colour in 

2021. This represents two years of growth, rising from 12 in 2020 
and 8 in 2019 and and the largest number to date (previously the 
largest was 10 in 2017)

● The 12 POC DJs included 8 newcomers
● The highest ranking Person Of Colour in 2021 was at #6, 

one place higher than in 2020 and the highest position to 
date - prior to 2021 the highest ranking POC had ranked at 
7-10th for the last 10 years

● POC DJs represented a larger share of search volume 
among the top 100 DJs in 2021. The result of a larger number 
of POC DJs appearing in the top 100

● POC DJs have highest share of search in the UK and 
lowest in the Asian and Latin American countries

Note: many of the newcomers that drove changes are of Asian (East 
or SE) heritage (though several were from countries outside of Asia). 
Therefore we show a sizeable increase in representation of POC 
overall but this doesn't reflect an increase in the representation of 
Black artists. See over the page

Source: IMS analysis of Google Search data for artists appearing in the DJ Mag Top 100 in a given year and who are identifiable in Google Search data.
Note: DJs are nominated and voted for by the public. Votes and rankings are driven heavily by the DJs that actively campaign
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Share of Demand (Google Searches) 
for the DJ Mag Top 100 DJs for People Of Colour DJs



From Technomaterialism’s Black dance music without Black people: a data analysis
https://technomaterialism.com/2022/02/10/black-dance-music-without-black-people-a-data-analysis/
using data from Resident Advisor and Black Artist Database

Technomaterialism, a platform formed by Black writers, musicians and club workers produced a 
detailed analysis of Black representation on 45,000 electronic music lineups across 
31 territories (the 27 countries in the EU plus Australia, England, Scotland, and the US). 

We present their important results here. 

Overall conclusions:
●  Spain 🟢 Above expectations* but 🛑 declining representation
●  Germany 🟢 Above expectations and 🟢 growing
●  UK 🟠 Slightly below expectations but 🟢 growing
●  France 🛑 Way below expectations and 🛑 declining 
●  US  🛑 Way below expectations but 🟢 growing

      * ‘Expectation’ is that Black representation on lineups mirrors Black representation in the population

Performative bookings or sustained change?
● There was a significant spike of bookings of Black artists in the US and France during the peak of 

the 2020 Minneapolis racial uprising, which echoed in France with country-wide protests …
● … although this was not sustained. In France, Black artists have been less represented since the 

Minneapolis racial uprising, in spite of the fact that France has the largest Black population in Europe

Diversity

… but representation of Black artists on event lineups 
has a long way to go. In some countries it got worse
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https://technomaterialism.com/2022/02/10/black-dance-music-without-black-people-a-data-analysis/


DJs are nominated and voted for by the public and so this offers a useful 
window into whether we’re successful in supporting of women to find 
commercial success:
● Representation has grown but has a way to go: Audiences 

voted 12 female DJs into DJ Mag’s top 100 DJs in 2021.  Down 1 vs. 
2020 - the first drop in numbers since 2016

● The 12 Female DJs included 1 newcomer
● Nervo were the top female DJs (for the 10th year running) and 

reached their highest ranking yet at #18  
● Female DJs accounted for just 4% of demand again in 2021. 

Up just 0.3% from 2020 (as measured by Google Search volume 
generated by female DJs in the top 100 Dance DJs).

● There remains considerable variation in search for Female DJs 
between countries.  European countries such as the Netherlands, 
Germany and Spain continue to generate higher demand 
for female DJs - though this caps out at just 12% in the 
Netherlands. 

● The Netherlands was the only country to see growth in 
Demand for Female DJs in 2021 and growth was just 1ppt.

Diversity

Several years of (slow) growth in Demand for female 
representation in the DJ Mag Top 100 stalled in 2021

Source: IMS analysis of Google Search data for artists appearing in the DJ Mag Top 100 in a given year and who are identifiable in Google Search data.
Note: DJs are nominated and voted for by the public. Votes and rankings are driven heavily by the DJs that actively campaign
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DB - Point to flag: 

There is a DJ called Kaka who is a newcomer to the DJ mag 
chart this year.  She is both female and POC however she is 
excluded from Demand analysis as there is a Brazilian 
football player called Kaka who dominates search.   It is also 
a common name/term in India and including her was 
massively skewing results.

Share of Demand (Google Searches) 
for the DJ Mag Top 100 DJs for female DJs by country



Diversity

A survey of women in the industry revealed many 
significant challenges and barriers that women face
In 2021, the AFEM Diversity and Inclusion working group shared the report created from the AFEM Gender Diversity in 
the Electronic Music Industry Survey and authored by Prof. Samantha Warren
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This survey mapped attitudes and 
values among electronic music 
industry professionals towards 
diversity and inclusion matters. Key 
findings:
● Less than half of women who 

identify as a minority believe 
their work is respected and 
taken seriously

● Women are three times less 
likely than men to progress 
to executive level positions

● 97% of respondents agree 
that D&I makes for a more 
engaging work environment

● 71% of women who identify 
as a minority felt like they 
had to ‘act like one of the 
boys’ in order to fit in at work

“... I know management will never develop my career, 
work hard to keep me, make me feel valued, ensure 
that I get market rate pay, because I am a woman 
…” (Female)

“... I am a white male with work experience so things will 
probably go easier for me even though I might not directly 
feel it. Like cycling with the wind in your back …” 
(Male)

“... I feel like men within this industry often look at me as if I 
shouldn't be working here because I am a female. I have had 
a few comments from men in the past such as ‘who 
brought the girls?’ and ‘why are you here, to look 
pretty?’ etc …” (Female)

“... There are no women senior to me and so no one who 
can truly empathise 100% with how I feel / my 
perspective …” (Female)

“... I feel like I’ve had to prove myself and compete on 
different footing as a woman in a male dominated industry 
…” (Female)

Only 16% of workplaces are majority female. Almost half of our 
sample work in organizations with a 25-50% female workforce. 22% 
had senior management teams with less than 1 in 4 women. Men 
were more likely to have long service, with women more likely to 
have had less than 5 years experience. 
Men dominated the executive category. Despite women in our 
sample showing a higher level of education than men, women are 
three times less likely than men to be at Executive level.

The full results are available here https://associationforelectronicmusic.org/2021/12/20/afem-diversity-inclusion-working-group-present-the-gender-diversity-in-the-electronic-music-industry-report/ 

“... Although the past few years have shown a positive and 
encouraging trend in gender balance in the workplace in general, the 
traditional power structures are still slow to shift in the right 
direction. While we see more women than ever entering the 
electronic music business, and women have on average a higher level 
of education, we continue to see female employees leaving our 
industry after five years, and we continue to see women 
being stuck in the more junior roles. True diversity on executive 
level and true inclusion in company decision making are the most 
urgent parameters for a healthy dance industry and changes I hope to 
witness and be a part of in the future …” - Sarah Hildering, AFEM

https://associationforelectronicmusic.org/2021/12/20/afem-diversity-inclusion-working-group-present-the-gender-diversity-in-the-electronic-music-industry-report/


“... Outside of the US, Hip-Hop 
very rarely travels, unlike 
Electronic Music. 
Meduza’s ‘Piece Of Your 
Heart’ went from zero to a 
billion streams and a global 
hit without any kind of 
cultural barriers…”

- Anton Partridge, Director of Global Strategy, Electronic Music at Warner

986m 146m

Diversity

Electronic music is a lot more global than Hip-Hop
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Diversity

Decline in Demand for top 100 DJs in 2021

● Huge search volume in Brazil continues to 
be driven by Alok (a Brazilian DJ). In 2021 Alok 
represented 46% of search for the Top 100 DJs 
in Brazil (26m searches)

● Alan Walker 
○ … drove the highest volume of search 

again in 2021 (41m) - 14% of search for the 
Top 100 DJs

○ … is particularly popular in Asia (35% of 
search in China, 36% in Korea and 31% in India)

● Demand in India is heavily driven by the top 
DJs - the top 5 (Alan Walker, Marshmello, David 
Guetta, DJ Snake and Skrillex) represent 66% of 
search in India vs. 38% across the top 
countries. This trend also applies to China, 
Mexico and Korea*.

*Top 5 excluding Alok, whose Demand is largely Brazil based and represents 1% or less of Demand in 
most other countries)

Demand for electronic music declined in 2021.  After several years of growth in Google Search for the DJ Mag Top 100 DJs search fell by 
28% in 2021. Much of the decline came from Brazil and Mexico, countries that drive a large share of Demand.

390m

415m

296m

2019

2020

2021

Total search:

Source: IMS analysis of Google Search data for artists appearing in the DJ Mag Top 100 in a given year and who are identifiable in Google Search data.
Note: DJs are nominated and voted for by the public. Votes and rankings are driven heavily by the DJs that actively campaign
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● Overall, we see a downward trend: A relatively small number of newcomers to the top 100 each 
year is enough to overcome aging long-timers

● Less change at the top: The average age of the Top 10 hasn’t changed as much. It has been about 
39/40 years old for nearly a decade

We chatted to Tom Schroeder at Paradigm to find out more
● “We’re on the cusp of big change,” he says. “Outside the Top 10, the scene is healthier it has 

ever been in terms of diversity. Young people are coming through, breaking the ‘rules’ and 
doing things their way”

● Watch out for reinvention: “The next generation has different priorities: inclusion, 
sustainability and fairness. They don’t see genders or genres. As a result, old business models 
are going away”

● “Black music and young black people are leading the way. They weren’t catered for by 
traditional festivals and now have their own events, channels and festivals alongside their own sounds. 
Look at PinkPantheress and Nia Archives - diverse, inclusionary audiences and fresh genre-breaking 
sounds”

Money is increasingly made by those at the top of the list:
● “The pandemic created more opportunities for emerging, local and mid-tier talent … but not the 

opportunity to transition to the top-tier, which is stagnating,” says Sarah McBriar of AVA Festival, 
“we need a shift in support for helping mid-tier transition to headliners.”

● Greg Marshall former head of AFEM also sees a continued focus on the top-ranked artists: “Many 
events feel more risk-averse in a post-pandemic world. They’re trying to stay afloat.” 

Diversity

Fresh young talent are breaking into the Top 100 
and changing the rules (but not the Top 10 … yet)
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Average age 
of the entire 
Top 100

Average age 
of the Top 10

Source: IMS analysis of DJ Mag’s top 100 DJs between 2012 and 2021.  Analysis based on DJs for whom date of birth could be found (at least 86% of the top 100). Note: The trend towards younger DJs over time is likely to 
be even more pronounced as the number of DJs for whom we couldn’t find a date of birth was higher in recent years - and was predominantly newcomers, who tend to be younger



Diversity

Case Study: Boiler Room worked with Pernod Ricard 
to invest in and celebrate upcoming talent
Brand money doesn’t typically go to emerging artists. Boiler Room changed that
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NYC, London and Barcelona

“... Boiler Room’s ‘no headliner’ festivals are a strong example of an electronic 
music brand creating an event model focused on developing and 
presenting new talent. …” 
- Greg Marshall, former head of Association for Electronic Music



Nia Archives
Blew up from TikTok in 2021
Multi-genre: Pop, Dance, Alt-Pop, Drum and Bass, 2-Step,  Jungle, and Hyperpop
More: https://ukf.com/words/who-the-hell-is-nia-archives/30356 

PinkPantheress
Multi-talented: producer, singer, songwriter and visual artist.

Multi-genre: Hip Hop, Soul, Drum and Bass, Jungle and House
More: https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/m7e3xa/pinkpantheress- 

The next generation
Most talked-about: Nia Archives and PinkPantheress
While interviewing 30+ industry figures for this report, two names came up again and again as inspiring symbols of change

“... For a Nia Archives or PinkPantheress gig, the crowd is absolutely 
totally mixed in every possible way. Super fashionable, really good 

looking and very diverse, very inclusionary. 

Not ‘showy’ in the same way as many crowds …”

- Label Exec interviewed for IMS

Source: Viberate

https://ukf.com/words/who-the-hell-is-nia-archives/30356
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/m7e3xa/pinkpantheress-


Diversity

The electronic music community craves social change
In Saudi Arabia we’re leading it
In December, 730,000 people partied in the Riyadh desert. We spoke to attendees and artists to hear their stories
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The young woman from the first quote

Three themes stood out: 
Freedom, acceptance and excitement over lasting change 

“... I’ve dreamt my whole life for this. 
To wear what I choose 
and to be able to dance like this …”

- Young woman we met while dancing

“... The most exciting thing for me, honestly, is 
the impact it will have on future generations …”

- Saudi Artist 

“... It will change everything for us if we have people are 
actually accepting others and accepting what people think 
and not judging …”

- JEME, a Saudi Artist 



Diversity

Younger and more diverse artists and audiences
are bringing exciting new perspectives

Rethinking genres
“... More and more producers aren't being limited by genres. They're making different types of music. 

They're just making music they like …”
- Jaguar, DJ and Broadcaster

Rethinking clubbing
“... There is a new wave of electronic artists who, pre-lockdown weren't actually old enough to go to clubs and now they're coming out and making dance 

music. Yuné Pinku described it as "music for the introverted Raver" ... she doesn't necessarily want to go out clubbing and raving in the same way 
that my generation and generations before have. I feel like many in this new generation are a bit more tentative to go out or that they 
enjoy smaller, more intimate settings to listen to music …”

- Jaguar, DJ and Broadcaster

Rethinking DJing
“... We're seeing a lot of younger buyers,15-17-year-olds who are buying the kit for entertainment value. They're taking streams and manipulating them, but 

without thinking of it as DJing. They see the equipment almost as 'mixtape machines' …” 
- DJ Hardware Manufacturer

Rethinking the business
“... If you were 18-21, COVID wrecked everything for you. Young people were pissed and looking to build their own things - artists, sounds, 

business models. They’re coming through fast and often have no ties to the existing industry and artists …” - Tom Schroeder at Paradigm
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WOAH,
WE’RE

HALFWAY 
THERE



Software & Hardware
+

Music Sales & Streaming
+

DJ & Artist earnings
+

Clubs & Festivals



Valuation 💰
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Total valuation: $6.0bn



Valuation: Back but not bigger 💰
Electronic Music Valuation: $6.0bn
Up $2.4bn (71%) vs. 2020 Down $1.5bn (-20%) vs. 2019* 

Clubs & Festivals
Up $1.6bn (166%) vs. 2020
Down $1.9bn (-42%) vs. 2019

Software & Hardware
Up $0.1bn (12%) vs. 2020
Up $0.3bn (38%) vs. 2019

DJ & Artist Earnings
Up $0.4bn (111%) vs. 2020
Down $0.4bn (-34%) vs. 2019

Music Sales & Streaming
Up $0.3bn (32%) vs. 2020
Up $0.4bn (39%) vs. 2019
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Total Valuation
Up $2.4bn (71%) vs. 2020
Down $1.5bn (-20%) vs. 2019

Note: * Year-on-year comparisons exclude Education to make them on a like-for-like basis

Education
New in 2021: $0.2bn



Want more? 
or

Want to help shape future reports?

david@internationalmusicsummit.com

Please reach out - I’d be happy to present this 
and discuss its implications with your team!
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APPENDICES



POP 
Familiar-sounding 
music (therefore 
often with wide 
appeal) to the 
general public

UNDERGROUND
Novel-sounding. Even to most 
electronic dance music audiences

COMMERCIAL
Familiar-sounding to 
electronic dance music 
audiences (but novel to 
the general population)

ED
M

H
O

U
SE

T
EC

H
N

O

Example sub-genres

G
A

B
B

ER

— Typically found on:

Non-Electronic
Dance Music

(Few electronic / digital 
instruments) 

E.g. older disco 
and funk.

E.g.

Non-Dance
Electronic Music

(Not made 
for dancing)

Including Electronica, 
Ambient and Chillout

E.g.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC
Music that makes significant use of 

electronic / digital instruments

DANCE MUSIC
Music made for 
or primarily used for dancing

ELECTRONIC 
DANCE MUSIC

What does ‘ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC’ mean?
(As opposed to ‘EDM’, which has come to describe a specific sub-genre of US-led sounds)

And what is ‘UNDERGROUND’ electronic dance music?
(As opposed to ‘COMMERCIAL’ or ‘POP’ electronic dance music)

N
ov

el
Fa

m
ilia

r

“Electronic / Dance Music” includes BOTH
This is how many chart companies and industry bodies report

Some ‘Pop’  is Electronic Dance 
Music (this is mostly the ‘EDM’ 
sub-genre) and most Electronic 
Dance Music is Pop.

Not much House or Techno is Pop, 
although much of it is Commercial 
(vs Underground)

Notes: (1) Not to scale; (2) Any one piece of music / artist may be placed in different 
parts of the diagram at different times (as tastes change) and in different countries 
(since tastes differ by country). What’s underground today may be commercial or pop 
tomorrow. What’s underground in one city may be commercial or pop in another.

Goal: bring a little clarity to the language used in the industry

— Typically found on:

— Typically found on:

(As opposed to ‘EDM’ which is a sub-genre - see below)
Predominantly consumed in long-form format and played by DJs in clubs
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https://music.youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_kq1C6EEXYJ6RaARqusNCCHReNz3AzV484


5. MARKET 
YOURSELF

Get marketing services.
From labels plus:

Get PR 
(Radio, playlists, blogs, mags, reviews etc). 
From labels plus:

Get an electronic press kit

Sync: ads, games, TV, 
movies etc
Via Labels, Publishers, Managers 
and
    Sync Agents

    Music Libraries

Do marketing

7. GET FUNDED

Get a publishing deal
Via labels plus:

1. GET READY
 

Alternative, non-label 
funding

Label funding

Get fan-funding

Learn your trade
See our education database here

Electronic music ecosystem eight step artist loop
Paul Nolan’s Make Your Transition (MYT), in partnership with IMS and AFEM built this visual guide to the key steps to being an artist and growing your career (original here)

Notes: (1) Most organisations play many roles, but in this taxonomy I’ve tried to allocate each to its primary role (there are a few exceptions - see if you can spot them!); (2) We’ve focused on the artist-fan connection (so you won’t see loudspeaker manufacturers or other primarily B2B 
services on here). Also excluded are ‘B2B’ ways for artists to monetize their craft (mixing and mastering services, coaching / mentoring etc); (3) We can’t include all logos, bue we hope to (eventually) include all significant players plus a selection of novel organisations that illustrate 
potential future trends - shout if you see one that’s missing; (3) This should be different for producers vs DJs … but hopefully it is clear enough for each to find their way

Join the community

Keep up to speed

8. PROFESSIONALISE

Understand audience 
trends/ your audience

Find management
Via:                  E.g.

Get a lawyer

 

 

 

 

Self-fund

Learn the business

+ many others

Get a booking agent

ADVANCED:

INITIAL: INITIAL:

ADVANCED:

6. PERFORM

Perform concerts

Perform at clubs

Perform at festivals

Get tracks for your set
AEFM approved sites:

+ many more

+ many more

INITIAL:

ADVANCED:

2. PRODUCE TRACKS

Enroll in collection, 
performing rights societies
Via labels and publishers plus:

3. SHARE TRACKS 4. ENROLL,ENGAGE, 
EXCITE AUDIENCES

Write, compose, record
Hardware, software, samples, …

Direct-to-fan / DJs

Streaming
and other Digital Service Providers

Sell Vinyl, CDs, cassettes

Enroll audiences on social 

Build your community

Sell physical merch

Engage in the metaverse

Sell digital merch

Find brand partners
From labels plus:

Engage and excite through 
livestreams

Distribution services
From labels + many more:

ASCAP (USA), BMI (USA), GEMA 
(Germany), PRS for Music (UK), SACEM 
(France), SOCAN (Canada), SIAE (Italy), 

SGAE (Spain), SESAC (US), …

NFTs

Share your set 

Get on radio / playlists
Via:

INITIAL: INITIAL: INITIAL: INITIAL:

ADVANCED:

ADVANCED:

ADVANCED:

x

+ many more

NFTs

SEE OVER PAGE
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ehh-dv0yRxoHCQ4gYzDh4d3Yk2VNhP5VE6GKahWhCdU/edit#gid=439912778
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/163_25oCeojQMs9YPtUj8YW-zxAICY0PYDeNO2-pOZlU/edit#slide=id.g10f8121bbf1_0_135
https://associationforelectronicmusic.org/resources/afem-approved-dj-download-sites/
https://djmag.com/top100clubs
https://aristake.com/digital-distribution-comparison/


Write, compose, record
Hardware, software, samples, …

Digital Audio Workstation

Hardware Controllers

Recording Hardware MonitoringMixing, Mastering & Effects 
Processing

Hardware Instruments

Sampling and Virtual 
Studio Technology

Performance Technology

Deep dive on ‘Write, compose and record’ step:

Electronic music ecosystem eight step artist loop
Paul Nolan’s Make Your Transition (MYT), in partnership with IMS and AFEM built this visual guide to the key steps to being an artist and growing your career (original here)
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/163_25oCeojQMs9YPtUj8YW-zxAICY0PYDeNO2-pOZlU/edit#slide=id.g10f8121bbf1_0_135


Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data and genre classifications from RAD/AR
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Know What's Loved makes the world's music talent discoverable using autonomous search and algorithmic recommendation technologies. 

Through continuous data listening of every creator on the planet, across streaming and social platforms, TikTok and the wider web. 
Know What’s Loved monitors the daily progress of over 10 million music creators, 140 million songs and over 50 million music influencers worldwide to determine career stage, trajectory, velocity and influence.    www.knowwhatsloved.com

Dance / Electronic

Austria Belgium Netherlands Denmark

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Finland Norway Sweden Ireland

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B
Dance / ElectronicHip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Recorded music / Spotify shares

Our share of artists in Spotify’s Top 200 (1 of 3)

http://www.knowwhatsloved.com/


Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data and genre classifications from RAD/AR
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Know What's Loved makes the world's music talent discoverable using autonomous search and algorithmic recommendation technologies. 

Through continuous data listening of every creator on the planet, across streaming and social platforms, TikTok and the wider web. 
Know What’s Loved monitors the daily progress of over 10 million music creators, 140 million songs and over 50 million music influencers worldwide to determine career stage, trajectory, velocity and influence.    www.knowwhatsloved.com

Dance / Electronic

Italy Portugal Spain Canada

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Mexico Brazil Australia

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

New Zealand

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Recorded music / Spotify shares

Our share of artists in Spotify’s Top 200 (2 of 3)

http://www.knowwhatsloved.com/


Source: IMS analysis of Spotify data and genre classifications from RAD/AR
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Know What's Loved makes the world's music talent discoverable using autonomous search and algorithmic recommendation technologies. 

Through continuous data listening of every creator on the planet, across streaming and social platforms, TikTok and the wider web. 
Know What’s Loved monitors the daily progress of over 10 million music creators, 140 million songs and over 50 million music influencers worldwide to determine career stage, trajectory, velocity and influence.    www.knowwhatsloved.com

Dance / Electronic

Hong Kong Japan Taiwan India

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic
Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Egypt Saudi Arabia UAE

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

South Africa

Hip-Hop / Rap / R&B

Dance / Electronic

Recorded music / Spotify shares

Our share of artists in Spotify’s Top 200 (3 of 3)

http://www.knowwhatsloved.com/

